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Excalibur Weekly
;SPEED READING

Gary Cohen Elliott Lefko 
Co-editors$55always ^ 

T intended to take 
ta speed reading course^

Berel Wetsteln 
Contributing Editor

Stuart Ross Roman Pawlszyn
Entertainment Editors

Taught on campus for last four 
years in ' cooperation with 
CYSF
$55 (incls.) all materials and 
text books, 1 class weekly for 8 
weeks. Tax deductible.

Rose Crawford Lloyd Wasser
Sports Editors

# Pierre DesOrmeaux Jim Jag 
Photo EditorsLsx Classes start Thurs. Oct. 1, 

1981. Lianne Ritchie 
Cover Graphic

Class I -Thurs. Oct. 1, 1981 
12pm 102 Vanier 
Class II - Thurs. Oct. 1981.2pm 
102 Vanier.
Class III - Thurs. Oct 1981.4pm 
102 Vanier.
Class IV - Thurs. Oct. 1981.7pm 
107 Founders.

Yolanta Morowicz, Liz Alt. Mike 
Leonetti, Robyn Butt, Cheryl 
Parkinson. John Enz, John 
Tit tell, Alec Rutgers. Howard 

Goldstein, Steven Hacker, Marc 
Epprecht. Michelle Rosenzweig, 

Mark Lewis, James Carlisle, 
Leora Alsenberg, Ian Bailey, 
Kim, Hartill and Toni Elkins.

Contributors

Alex Watson 
Business Manager 

James Carlisle 
Chairman of the Board

REGISTER IN CENTRAL SQUARE
9:00am to 4:00pm 

Wed. September 23, 1981
/__X. rO

V)
Speed Reading Information MEM Communications Call 635- 5751
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Ultra Modern 
1 Chrome Furniture

FURNITURE MANUFACTURING INC.

• Manufactures Suggested List 
Price $899.50

• Limited Factory Stock Available
• Ottoman and End Table 

Available at an additional Low 
Price1

Open Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.

55 Showroom & Factory 
2687 STEELES AVE. W 
DOWNSVIEW 
(2 Blocks East of Keele)663-5841



NEWS
Committee report calls for increased 
funding to avoid drastic measures
r Ontario's industrial develop

ment Is emphasized repeatedly. 
But the ability of universities to 
meet society's needs depend on 
resources available.

Painting a bleak picture for 
the future of Ontario univer
sities, unless there is a real 
growth in funding, the 
committee suggests that 
restructuring would have to 
occur in order to maintain 
quality universities in Ontario. 
There would be one university 
capable of offering a wide range 
of high quality programs at all 
degree levels. Not more than four 
others would offer a more 
restricted range at all degree 
levels. In addition there would be 
four or five special purpose 
Institutions, including some 
specifically designed to serve 
Northern Ontario.

Necessarily most universities 
would have to be closed or 
changed significantly. This 
restructuring would mean a loss 
of accessibility and research 
capacity, as well as disruptions 
in several communities that 
house universities. This system 
is not the committee's primary 
recommendation, but an 
alternative if the government 
refuses to increase funding to a 
reasonable level.

The report accuses the 
government of denying true 
accessibility to Northern 
Ontario, franco-Ontarians, 
native peoples, part-time 
students, handicapped, women 
and those who live a long 
distance from any university. 
Recommended is a greater 
number of part-time programs 
to service the over-25 group, 
continuing education for 
professionals and professional 
accessibility programs offered in 
French.

More dramatically they 
suggest free tuition in the two 
northern universities for 
students who have normal 
residence there. This would

encourage more participation 
from the northern and native 
students, a traditionally low 
participation group.

When dealing with the 
controversial topic of allocation 
methods the committee was 
hesitant to make a recommend
ation until future funding is 
known. They say that the 
current enrolment formula was 
workable so long as adequate 
funding is available. Otherwise a 
new formula must be imple
mented in order to prevent the 
current fighting over students in 
order to procure funds.

The report gives universities a 
vote of confidence, and 
recommends that they continue 
as autonomous Institutions. 
They should, however be held 
accountable for expenditure of 
funds.

This regulation should also 
apply to reviews of faculty and 
staff, including those with 
tenure. Tenure, they report 
states, should not mean 
untouchable Job security, but 
rather a guarantee of confidence 
in academic productivity. The 
committee also recommended 
that professors be held strictly 
accountable for sabbatical leaves 
and that significant work bw 
undertaken on these leaves.

The report affalrms, the 
objectives for universities as set 
by the Ontario Council for 
University Affairs (OCUA) and 
endorsed by the Ontario 
government. These objectives 
Include to develop a more 
educated populace; to educate 
and train people for the 
professions; to provide study at 
the highest intellectual level; to 
conduct basic and applied 
research and to provide service 
to the community.

The committee commends the 
universities for meeting these 
objectives under limited 
funding. They say, however, that 
public funding must Increase in 
order for universities to keep 
from sinking into mediocrity.
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future welfare of Ontario 
Universities.

The report goes on at length 
about the importance of 
universities to society, industry 
and business. "To put it bluntly 
neither B.I.L.D. (Board of 
Industrial Leadership and 
Development) nor I.D.E.A. 
(Innovation Development for 
Employment Advancement 
Corp.) will be successful unless 
universities, which provide the 
base for Innovations, technology 
and development, are main
tained." The importance of a 
healthy university system to

E.G. Harley
In their recently released report, the Committee on the 
Future Role of Universities predicts the demise of quality 
universities In Ontario If the provincial government 
continues Its current policy of “muddling through". The 
committee says that only a real growth In funding or a 
significantly re-structured system under current 
funding levels will ensure continuing quality of higher 
education.
The report was highly critical of 
short-term grants and ad hoc 
measures, calling for Immediate 
Institution of a long-term policy.
This bluntly worded report calls 
for closer links among

government, industry and the 
universities. It deals with such 
controversial topics as funding, 
allocative methods, accessibility, 
tenure and sabbatical and the 
affect these might have on the

Cuts could be devastating

Economic priorities override societies broader needs
in their conclusion that 
universities will have to close In 
the near future if adequate 
funding is not forthcoming. 
Premier Davis has said that he 
would be reluctant to close 
universities, however, Davis has 
known for several years that the 
system is In rapid decline. In a 
report from the Ontario Council 
on University Affairs, the 
government’s own advisory body 
said that in 1979 that the system 
was on the brink at that point in 
time. Countless briefs from the 
Ontario Federation of Students 
and other post secondary 
organizations have warned the 
government continuously over 
the last few years that the system 
has been rapidly deteriorating. 
The signs are quite evident at all 
institutions, including York. At 
York, tutorials which are only 
Intended to have 15 students 
now have 30 to 50 students 
registered. Ross library can no 
longer afford to provide the 
updated periodicals and books 
which are needed for a quality 
education. One of the most 
obvious effects Is tuition

increases which have been In the 
range of a hundred dollars for 
every institution over the last 
few years. These are only a few 
examples of the results of 
underfunding. The scenario of 
university closures is close to 
becoming reality and all 
universities are vulnerable. 
Including York. What is the use 
of a university degree from a 
school which no longer exists?

McEachem stated that he would 
like to see $1.5 billion cut from 
federal transfers for education, 
health and other social services. 
Strong public reaction to this 
forced the federal government to 
set up a task force to examine the 
entire area of fiscal arrange
ments with the provinces. The 
Task Force has recently reported 
and has concurred with the 
provincial committee In the area 
of funding. Even though this 
Task Force has a majority of 
Liberal MPs on It, Trudeau has 
since stated that he would still 
like to see $1.5 billion cutbacks.

Provincial and federal cuts 
combined could have the 
devestatlng effects of a 40% 
reduction in university and 
college funding across the board, 
or the closure of several 
Institutions. Government's 
reaction to the declining 
situation has been to see 
universities as more and more of 
an economic priority as opposed 
to a social and cultural priority. 
The federal government is 
talking about moving education 
from the social affairs portfolio

to the economic package. The 
provincial government is 
discussing the possibility of 
cutting all studies except for 
several specialized institutions 
which would concentrate on 
technical training. It seems as if 
the governments economic 
priorities are beginning to 
override the broader social 
and cultural needs of this 
society.

Student reaction has been 
strong against the deterioration 
of education. The Ontario 
Federation of Students is calling 
on both governments to increase 
funding immediately. A petition 
which is being circulated 
nationally Is available in the 
CYSf office and will be presented 
to MPs during a mass lobby at 
Ottawa In October. Student 
opposition to underfunding 
must be vocal if we wish to have 
any effect. CYSF is also forming 
an anti-cutbacks committee 
which Is open to all York 
students. If you care about your 
education, now is the time to get 
involved. For more information, 
call CYSF 667-2515.

This column has been written 
by Barb Taylor, Chairperson of 
the Ontario Federation of 
Students, an organization 
which represents 230,000 
students across Ontario.

The recent report on The 
Future Ontario Universities and 
the indication from the Federal 
Goverment that they would like 
to cutback $1.5 billion from post 
secondary education funding 
means only one thing: the 
closure of universities or the 
severe reduction of programs 
and courses across the board. 
This is the cumulative effect of 
several years of underfunding on 
the part of the Ontario 
government and the political 
decision by the Federal 
government to pursue the badly 
thought-out policy of fiscal 
restraint.

Ministry of College and 
University officials have said 
that they see this as only a 
doomsday scenario. However, 
the report from the Committee 
on the Future Role of 
Universities in Ontario is clear

university closures 
scenario is close to 
becoming reality.

The political priorities of {he 
provincial government which 
result in underfunding are 
compounded by the federal 
government. Currently the 
federal government provides 
73% of the funds for post 
secondary education In Ontario. 
In October, Finance Minister
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Classified Choir Inquiry 
Required

OPTOMETRIST
Dr Paul Chris Optometrist wishes 
to announce that he has taken over 
the record file of Dr. J.W. Capell. 
1325 Finch Ave. W at Keele. 635- 
1235 4L Ian Bailey

The 1981/82 Fall academic year 
has opened with a dispute over 
the topic of funding for the York 
University Choir.

Choir spokesman Joanne 
Finlay said that until September 
2 of this year the 80 member 
group had received flnanlcal 
support from various areas In 
the University. The $7,500 cost 
was spilt several ways. The 
Faculty of Fine Arts provided 
assistance through a Joint 
Committee, the Co-Currfcullum 
Fund. The President's office 
offered financial support. In 
addition, the Choir was funded 
through petitioned donations 
from the various College 
Councils.

Funding procedures were 
allegedly restrictive, however, as 
sums from the Councils were 
uncertain, making advance 
planning difficult. Futhermore 
cost funding were so low as to 
.restrict the purchase of 
additional materials (eg. 
songsheets) to accomodate the 
Choirs growth.

Choir spokesman Flnaly 
reported that at this time all but 
one funding source has been cut 
off. The College Councils have 
not yet spoken on the matter.

However, the dispute facing 
the Choir seems to revolve more 
around the substance of their 
allegations rather than the 
Implementation of cutbacks.

John Becker, Vice President In 
charge of Student Relations, 
disputes the claims of the Choir. 
Mr. Becker pointed out that he 
had not communicated with 
Miss Finlay since January 9th of 
this year, while adding that Miss 
Finlay's claims were "highly 
pessimistic". Mr. Becker said 
that he was not aware that she 
had been told by anyone that the 
budget had been cut. "I have not 
told her that," he stated.

SPECIAL TEST
Write our computerized test on 
human sexuality. Request a test 
from: Data Profiles. Box 204 Stn. T. 
Toronto. M6B 4A1.

■y-v-

mmSTENO SERVICE
Secretarial & Steno services. Copy 
& dicta typing at reasonable rates. 
By the page or hourly. Call Joyce 
727-8180

«* 4»
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73 GRADUATE
Intelligent, very successful, tall, 
athletic, attractive with diverse 
interests seeks similar women. 
Write: P.0 Box 55, Station "K", 
Toronto, Ontario, M4P 2G1 Photo 
appreciated.
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Who owns your life? Government, 
"society'1 or you For information 
about personal freedom contact 
Students For A Libertarian Society 
at 363-0157

Patience pays-off when searching 
for Off- Campus Housing: Director

FOR SALE
Less than half price! Texts for Phil. 
201.205, 215, 220, 301,406 Hum. 
286, 287 Other assorted titles. Call 
Sally 494-2152.

DRIVERS NEEDED
to drive Handicapped and elderly 
people Part-time and Full-time. 
Must have license Class B, C, F, G, 
E. Contact PIAS 663-5544

Kim Haiti 11 
Toni Elkins

for rent. The majority of the 
housing listed Is located In the 

Mr. Charlie Fair, Manager of Off- city of North York: mainly 
Campus Housing suggests "that between Yonge and Bathurst, 
students searching accommo
dation must possess a positive 
attitude." Plenty of off-campus 
housing Is still available for

washrooms, and kitchen 
facilities. Mr. Fair cautions that, 
“some people are Out to make as 
much money from students as 
possible." So, 'cavet emptorë. 
(Let the Buyer Beware).

Costs often being uppermost 
In students' minds, Mr. FairTYPING

Essays, theses, manuscripts, 
letters Experienced typist. IBM 
6electric. Dufferin-Steeles area 
From 75C per page Phone Carole 
at 669-5178

suggests that It Is most 
economical for a group of 

those York students who require atudents to rent a house. Four 
It, however. If a student wants a 
particular type of housing, 
patience may be necessary.

Off-Campus Housing Is a 
facility funded by York Student 
Services. If you require off- 
campus housing, bus guides, 
maps and other Information Is 
available at the office outside 
N114 Ross. Mr. Fair advises that 
staff will be working full-time for 
the next two weeks. Thereafter, 
office hours will be shortened.

students may rent a house for 
approximately $650 a month 
plus utilities.On the other hand, 

Off-Campus Housing offers to one may rent a single room for 
students, a great variety of between $30 and $50 a week, 
accomodations: Including, These prices vary according to 
houses for rent or sale, the availability of such things as: 
unfurnished, and single rooms private entrances, private

Veneral Disease 
Information

i

Call 367-7400 anytime.

LITERARY SERVICES
Professional Literary Services: 
writers, researchers, academic, 
commercial, technical C.E.S. 
Writing Services, 86 Bloor St W. 
Ste. 580, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 
1M5, (416) 960-9042

®bf* <6Ww* and Mail

HELP WANTED
Operations Manager required for 
Graduate Student s Lounge at York 
University. Salary start at 16,000+ 
Send resume to Graduate Students 
Association, Room N922 Ross 
Building
Deadline Oct. 1 1981 Contact 
Richard Dubinsky, GSA Office: 
667-3453, CRESS: 667-3833, RES 
787-0043

32 Weeks for $32
1 Marketplace Section 
1 Fashion section 
1 Shopping Basket section 
1 Thursday section 
1 Better Living section

6 Great newspapers 
6 Business newspapers 
2 Report on Sport sections 1 Travel section 
1 Fanfare section 
1 Entertainment section

LETTERS
Dear Student:
I am presently confined at the 
Ossining Correctional facility, and I 
would be very grateful if I could 
perhaps establish a correspon
dence with anyone willing to do so. 
Please understand - just because 
I'm in prison - doesn't necessarily 
mean I'm a criminal We all can 
make a mistake because - 
imperfection is due to anyone 
who’s not perfect. But nothing can 
really change a particular situation 
unless there's a will to do so. Is God 
the only one who forgives? I hope it 
hasn't been acounted presumpt
uous if a man of love and humble 
station has ventured to have a 
friend
Alphonso Hayes 74-A-232 
Ossining Correctional Facility 
354 Hunter Street 
Ossining, New York 
10562 USA

1 Monday Science feature 
1 Broadcast Week magazine

$1.00 Per Week Delivered to 
Your Home or School Residence

UNIVERSITY 
TELEPHONE NUMBERS

FOR
1The Globe and Mail

Mail Cheque or Money Order, plus completed Coupon, to:
THE GLOBE AND MAIL 
STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION 
444 FRONT ST. WEST 
TORONTO, ONT. M5V 2S9

ENCLOSED YOU WILL FIND MY CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER FOR $32 FOR MY 
32 WEEK SUBSCRIPTION TO THE GLOBE AND MAIL AT $1 00 PER WEEK 

PLEASE DELIVER MY PAPER TO (INDICATE IE ADDRESS IS OFF CAMPUSI

(1) Toronto Area
Phone 598-5222

(2) Total Savings
Special of $32.00

(3) For Employment 
Opportunities 
Call Mr. Knox 
635-9754

NAME___
ADDRESS

EXPERIENCED TYPIST
For essays, term papers, etc. Fast, 
accurate service on electric 
lypewritter at 80C per page Call 
Beverly 669-5085 Dufferin & 
Steeles

TELEPHONE NO.
UNIVERSITY. ROOM

CAMPUS STUDENT I D NUMBER

4



Proposed film series means alternative films 
may find a new home at York m

Jf0™ >)fs*nbcrg Reel and Screen movies on a
Film will flourish at York this thrice-weekly basis, or 
term with the opening of a new Bethune showings on weekends, 
screening room on campus. In addition. Bethune college still

CYSF Is now studying a operates Its Bijou series of free 
proposal, already approved In films.
principle by Bethune Council, Lisa McCabe, Bethune 
which outlines plans to unite the Council president, adamantly 
two governing bodies as co- supports the past and present 
sponsors of a new film series. operation of the college 
Funding will be attained screenings. "Our (Bethune 
trust fund upon submission of a Council's) feeling Is that we took 
budget. If approved, the series the original risks of establishing 
will be operated jointly by the program nine years ago. and 
Bethune Council. CYSF, and the that a college council has as 
York Film Students' Association much right to facilities as any 
(YFSA). other student government.”

The proposal to screen Surprisingly, both Bethune 
alternative cinema arrived in the and CYSF have demonstrated a 
wake of dlsgruntlement mutual enthusiasm for working
concerning commercial film together to establish a film 
through the Bethune/CYSF program In the film depart

ment's new screening room. The 
120-seat facility in N102 Ross 
will provide a forum for

sexperimental and more esoteric 
cinema. Above all, notes YFSA 
president Bob Levine. “There Is a 
mandate to give exposure to 
York student films.”

The screening room Is being 
designed by a movie theatre 
architect and will have 35 
millimetre projector facilities. 
Admission charged, if any, will 
be a nominal fee. It Is hoped 
that the new series will get- 
underway sometime in October.

The film department series 
will provide an alternative, 
rather than competition, to the 
commercial film showings.

There has been considerable 
debate between Bethune 
Council and CYSF over the 
territorial rights of Curtis 
Lecture Hall 'L' for screening 
purposes. The committee 
responsible for space allocation 
recently assigned the cherished 
Friday night spot to CYSFfor the 
duration of the first term.

Reel and Screen co-manager 
Howard Hacker feels that a 
central location such as Curtis 
may not be suitable for a college 
series, which, last year, operated 
at a loss. "Bethune, as the only 
college with regular activity in 
central facility, is an exception to 
the rule," he said.
Whether Bethune can stay out of 
the cutting room remains to be 
seen. Plans for its second term 
series are pending upon a 
financial review In November.

In the meantime, Bethune 
Council and the CYSF might be 
commended for attempting to 
take a definite, if initial, step 
towards a rational, mutual 
program. Final credits go to the 
film department for establishing 
a welcome exhibit of its 
talent.
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screenings on campus.

Members of the York 
community can now view CYSFs
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Alternative cinema, such as Fantastica could arrive at Yorkseries own

SMOKING
REGULATIONS

Smoking is prohibited in certain areas of the University’s buildings to reduce the danger of 
fire, Prevent damage to floors and furnishings, and in recognition of the potential health 
hazard, and the rights of non-smokers. These areas include classrooms, lecture rooms, 
teaching laboratories, theatres or areas used as theatres, storage areas, library reading and 
stack rooms, gymnasiums, shop and service areas where woodworking and painting are 
carried out, elevators, and any other areas where “No Smoking” signs are displayed.

The Safety Officer, A.3. Temporary Office Building, York Campus (3351) will provide 
assistance in the interpretation or enforcement of these regulations, and will also advise 
on the fire and safety regulations governing potentially hazardous areas. Students 
encountering instances of non-compliance with the Regulations mày if they prefer report 
these to the C.Y.S.F. office, 105 Central Square at the York Campus, or to the Student 
Union Office, York Hall, at the Glendon Campus which will convey this information to the 
Safety Officer, for appropriate action.
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ANNUAL ELECTIONS
FOR Ft€PRES£NTAT4VES TO THE 

zGRADUATESTUDÈNTiASSOGIÀTION
'-,'" ••• i* - • ■- ■

K ./< EDITORIAL
Betty’s holding the cards
It’s Battlin' Bette and she has all 
the aces. The question Is will she 
play her trump card or will the 
Minister fold? The Committee 
on the Future Roles of 
Universities report offers as one 
of its options the closing of some 
universities, if post secondary 
funding is not increased. With 
cutbacks, not increases on the 
horizon it might be time to meet 
the issue with a new and fresh 
approach.

Ottawa and Alberta have just 
signed a new oil pact and Alberta 
is now going to get a potful of 
Ontario money. Most of that 
money is coming from resources 
developed by university trained 
graduates, many of whom are 
from Ontario universities. It 
must also be quite nice to receive 
the income tax revenues of all 
these new professionals, 
especially when you didn’t have 
to pay for their education.

With more than half of all 
engineering and science 
graduates going west, it makes 
no sense for the Province of 
Ontario to spend more on post
secondary education. Premiere 
Davis once stated that education 
was the greatest investment 
Ontario could make in Its 
future. But when that

Nominations open until: Friday September 25,1981 
Elections: To be held within departments during 
October 1 to October 9, 1981.

NOMINATIONS, ADVANCE POLLS * AND 
ELECTIONS TO BE HELD WITHIN THE 
DEPARTMENTS.

V

All currently registered, full time graduate students, 
except for Environmental Studies and MBA 
elfgilble to be nominated and to vote.

are
f,

Chief returing officer 
Lucinda Flavelle-McLeod 

Political Science 2527 
277-4601

r H r\

%

(D HOME SHELVING e<3a ©

ViFactory Stores 
Set up your study area

easily— quickly— economically
it

Stephenson to lay her cards, on benefits of being the rich kid on
the table and demand that a the block. Now it's time for it to 

r . , ... portion of Ontario post learn the costs. If Davis can’t ask
tuture becomes Alberta s and the secondary education be paid by his Tory brother for the money
investment offers little return. the Wild Rose Empire of Peter out of some false sense of pride
why bother? Lougheed. maybe it’s time to change the

Now is the time for Bette Alberta has learned the deck and the players. ®

Next Week In Excalibur:BINSBASKETS

STEEL SHELVING

L: ‘ -
4:-j Pay T.V. and Home Entertainment Break or Bust? 

Campus Connection: There’s money, but no one to'spend it.
an

Avj

Jt -3r
i—Jr Entertainment Editor Stuart Ross interviews director 

Franco Rosso, who's sensational new film, Babylon, 
examines racial tensions in Brlxton, England.

WALL UNITS
%

(401 8 McCOWAN)
44 MILNER AVE., TORONTQ

298-2495
MON. — FRI. 9 — 4:30

(YONGE 8 STEELES)
180 STEELES AVE. W„ TORONTO

881-9220
MON. — FRI. 11:00 — 9 SAT. 9 — 5

I k*

4 Let Us Prepare You 
For The Oct. 3

The LSATShree ChristmasCHITRABHANU or the Oct. 24
G MAT

L Star
A JAIN MASTER

% • 20 hours of Instruction for only $135.
• Our courses are tax deductible.
• Complete review of each section of 
each test
• Extensive Home Study Methods.
• Yc jr course may be repeated at no 
additional charge.

Speaks on

Jain Meditation
The Unfoldment of Energy 

in Everyday Life

Toronto/Vancouver 
$299 round trip

+ $17.50 tax

TRAVEL CUTS 
Christmas 
Charter 
Flights Toronto/ Edmonton 

$259 round trip
+ $17.50 tax

Seminars for the Oct. 3 LSAT — Sept. 
25-27.
And for the Oct. 24 GMAT-Oct. 16-18.
To register, call or write: 
GMAT/LSAT Preparation Courses 
P.O. Box 597, Station A 
Toronto, Ont. M5W 1G7 
(416) 638-3177

¥You are cordially invited to attend his talk

SATURDAY, SEPT. 19, 1981
at 7:00 P.M. Doors epee «:39 p.m.
252 Bloor West, Toronto, Ontario. The Auditorh^^^^^

Shree Chitrabhanu is theJf&T ^«Rr to come 
to the West. It is ^^k^k^rthe ancient
teachings of Jain yo/L available to
Westerners. Shrea^Sk ^^fpent 29 years in 
India as a Jain ^^yose years in silence.
He combine&^^^^^^#^ua|jty and mysticism 
w'th a A^Bcomprehension of the

and teaches a unique 
aPProi|B^^^^^Sra meditation from the ancient
tradJIT^PB^Mms.

travel cuts Christmas Star Charters give you 
Canada’s lowest air fares to Vancouver and 
Edmonton this Christmas season ... less expensive 
than those offered by any other source.

To Vancouver and back, you can mix and match 
your own departure/return dates from a wide 
selection. (To Edmonton: one flight only.) You’ll fly 
aboard comfortable Pacific Western 737s. Children 
under 2 travel free if with an adult and not occupy
ing a seat.

For an enjoyable charter experience, fly with the 
Christmas Star, travel cuts . Twelfth consecu
tive year offering Christmas charters at Canada’s 
lowest prices.

THE COUNSELLING
AND

DEVELOPMENT
CENTRE

welcomes 
welcomes you

Personal Counselling 
Groups
Academic Skills
Self Management Programme
Consultation

York artists will indude 

ISWER PERIOD WILL FOLLOW THE TALK

Admission: $5:00 
Students and Senior Citizens- $2:50

Contact travel cuts:
44 St George Street 
Toronto Ontario M5S 2E4 
416 979-2406

• QUES1

For Inquiries: 787-7309 Room 145 Behavioural 
Sciences Bldg.96 Gerrard Street East 

Toronto Ontario M5B 1G7 
416 977-0441Under Ihe auspices of

Jain Meditation International Centre (Canada) Inc 667-2304
6



LETTERS
Special gBook 'em

In my work with the Criminal 
Division of Community Legal 
Aid Services at York U., I've 
talked to several students who 
have been caught. The York 
bookstore has an excellent 
security service. Including 
plainclothes security people.

During the first weeks of 
school, some students will be 
tempted to take advantage of the 
confusion In the campus 
bookstore to shoplift. To anyone 
considering shoplifting, don't do 
It, especially from campus stores.

You will be caught. And that’s 
only the beginning of your 
problems. The police will be 
called and you will not be able to 
talk your way out of It. You will be 
taken to court and face a fine and 
a criminal conviction. Neither

The embarrasment of being 
caught, the worry and anxiety of 
a court appearance and the

hr J you pointed out the fact that 
Lenore was a student In the 
Theatre Department just two 
years ago. You also say she’s a 
western Canadian. She was, In 
fact, bom In Nova Scotia.

Don Rubin 
Chairman 

Department of Theatre
(Lenore claims she was kicked 
out of York's Theatre Dept.—Ed.)

t
4m i2e<$isTp>ATi <w
▼ fie»***— A

4
^ X

TOWARDC
BOOKSART u)

356 QUEEN STREET WEST 
TELEPHONE (416) 363 9126 

. EDWARD & EVA BORINS > 
PROPRIETORS y#

LETTERS 
TO THE 
EDITOR

a-

severe consequences on your 
future of a criminal record just 
aren’t worth it.

Sincerely yours, 
John Galinaitis GIGANTIC BACK TO SCHOOL SALEZann Fan

I thought your piece on Lenore. 
Zann was most Interesting. It 
probably would have had even 
more Interest for your readers

are welcome. They must be 
received by Room 111 Central 
Square before Monday at 6 pm. 
Limit 350words. Letters must be 
signed.

TWO DAYS ONLY 11:00 - 6:00
Saturday, September 19 & Sunday, September 20

Orig.
Publ. SALEv

I LAFCADIO HEARN Writings including
I Kwaidan, Chita...................................................
I EVERYONE’S MONEY BOOK Easy to
I understand advice. For all income levels........
I THE PRO-BASKETBALL
I ENCYCLOPEDIA Complete ...........................
I VERMEER Lawrence Gowing
I Detailed study with illustrations..........................
I THE SHAPING OF A BEHAVIORIST
I B F. Skinner...........................................................
I CHILTON'S AUTO REPAIR MANUALS
I A large selection.................................................
I RICE & PASTA over 100
I delicious dishes, many photo.............................
I BRANCUSI/THE KISS
I Study with 66 illustrations ..................................
I WILLIAM STEIG Drawings
I Collected from the New Yorker .........................
I THE SYMBOLISTS Philippe Jullian,
I 163 illustrations...................................................
I BLANK BOOKS for notes, recipes,
I sketching, nicely bound......................................
I THE PAINTER'S CHOICE Millard
I Meiss. Renaissance Art........................................
I JOHN HUSTON AN OPEN BOOK
I Autobiography of famous filmmaker .................
I THE APOCALYPTIC VISION
I German Expressionism ......................................
I WOMEN PHOTOGRAPH MEN
I 100 images. Hardcover........................................

FREUD’S THEORIES & THERAPY
I Scientific Evaluation............................................
I ROMANTICISM Hugh Honour,
I The arts & ideas. 220 illus...................................
I THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 
I SURREALISM Documents of 20th Cent Art .. 
I CARAVAGGIO Thé international
I movement. 244 illustrations.................................

THE KEEPERS OF LIGHT 
I History & working guide to
I early photographic processes.............................
I IMPRESSIONISM Lavish gift book
I 364 colour plates.................................................
I ROMANESQUE MURAL PAINTING 
I Comprehensive survey. 324 illus.......................

UUELL,IT'S SEPT. 
ftCrAll^-TUVIE TO
START MEW THiht&S.

„,TO SET GOALS, 
toake GtfflrObiose 
PLFUOS AWk GET 

A VAAIdCiAT.

49C

0 * ' O&ær" 499-SlOH •
£

- y*» — 49t
\

& m 999

$ 6____ WWW
?Tso \r\0V0 COKE 
1 HAUÉ TO FALL IK) 
X-.OUE kjowT1,

0^95^ 999SfcPreMS^R sHouub 
SB TH£ U/IU»CHiV<y- 
fpiO FbR ft PtforttSitid- 

To Corf e...

A,

To 2)*95^ From 999(0
K Special(TO CoMTiMueo \)

1.99

1.99

mflQINMS
EXHIBITION 
AND SALE ».

2.99

Special 2.99

i
2.99

J>95" 2.99

j>96^FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS 
AND ORIGINIAL PRINTS

3.99

3.99

3.99

5.99

8 99

9.99
NEW THIS YEAR:

12.99Contemporary
Exhibition
Posters

12.99

19.99

HUNDREDS OF UNADVERTISED 
SPECIALSFEATURING: Old Masters, 

Impressionists, Markgraf,
The Group of Seven,
Oriental and Modern Art, 
Ojibway, Curtis Photos,
Black and White Photography, 
Escfier, Wyeth, O’Keefe, 
Original Etchings

Please shop in person for sale items. Quantities limited.

DATE sept 
TIME
PLACE gent/zal ‘Squrqc

- B6AR PIT

SPECIAL EVENTS
FRAN LEBOWIT2

will autograph her new book 
SOCIAL STUDIES 

Wednesday, September 30, 7:30 P.M.

MARGARET ATWOOD
will autograph her latest novel 

BODILY HARM 
Sunday, October 4, 2:00 P.M.PRICES OVER 700

DIFFERENT IMAGES Don’t miss the opportunity to meet these great 
literary stars.

MOST LARGE PRINTS

$4.25 EA or 3 FOR $10.00 

MOST SMALL PRINTS 

$2.25 EA or 3 FOR $5.50 Open every day including Sunday 11:00 - 6:00 
Thursday & Friday Evenings to 9:00 
North Side of Queen St., East of Spadina

7
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OUR TOWNi A

•111*, I Yorktoncs Steelband
The Yorktone Steelband 
presents. Fall Chillout at 
Bethune College Dining Hall, 
York U on Saturday, Sept. 26, 
1981. Thaw: 9 p.m. Warmup: 4 
am. Admission $3.00 ladles free 
before 10 pm. This event 
features the Yorktoncs, Funky 
Ken and 1001 Disco Soul. Lie. 
L.L.B.O.

Corniest
The Yorkview Provincial Liberal 
Association Is having their first 
annual CORNFEST at Downs- 
vtew Dells Park located on the 
south side of Sheppard 
between Keele and Jane on 
Saturday, Sept. 19 from 5 p.m. All 
you can eat Com-on-the-Cob for 
only $2.00. Games, prizes, music. 
Special guest: Michael A. 
Spenslerl, M.P.P. ofYorkview. For 
further info, call 743-7272. In 
case of rain, CORNFEST will be 
held the following Saturday.

Knights Of The 
Sound Tables
Walt till Merlin hears about this! 
On campus, well make your 
party more than just a place to 
come. $100.00 gets you a wild 
sound system for five hours a 
knight! And music too! Just give 
us a week's notice. Call Andy or 
Kevin at 667-3919 CKRY-FM.

with SAS.E. to Hogtown Poems, 
Box 909, Adelaide St. Station, 
Toronto. For more Information 
contact James Deahl at 654- 
6582.

begins the year's programming 
with Ken Russell's Altered States 
(7:30) followed by O'Lucky Man 
(9:45). Friday night is Mel 
Brook's Blazing Saddles (7:30) 
along with Every Which Way But 
Loose (9:30). Tuesday Sept. 22 
the Reel Is proud to present the 
hit Bye Bye Brazil (7:30) and 
Rodney Dangerfield In The 
Projectionist (9:30). Admission 
Is $2.75 for double bills and 
$2.00 for second film only. Curtis 
Lecture Hall "L".

«S»
• Custom Made 

• Well Styled 
JA • Fair Prices /

Grow your own!
HAIR - a musical production - 
all students are invited to 
participate (any faculty). 
Involves all aspects of theatre. 
Watch for more information 
from the York Independent 
Theatre Productions.

< v n
y > «L-fsar Vf

\

C /

tK 1 !Efor Tg
Groups

Marijuana Law
The National Organization For 
The Reform of Marijuana Laws 
In Canada Is pleased to present a 
“normal social" featuring Twitch 
and other surprise perform
ances that will insure a night of 
solid good, eurphoric rock and 
roll. This benefit will take place 
September 18. 1981,7:00 p.m. to 
1:00 a.m. at the St. Lawrence Hall 
- 92 Front Street East, at Jarvis. 
Tickets will be $5.00 available at 
the door and Bass outlets. 
Included will be food and a cash

Films
The Department of Languages, 
Literature and Linguistics are 
showing two films. One Friday. 
September 18 from 3:30 - 5:30 
entitled Full Moon Lunch and 
Friday, October 2, 3:00 to 5.00 
Sansho the Bailiff by Mizogchi. 
Both films are part of the course 
Japanese 280.6 The Literature 
of Modem Japan: An Intro
duction Through Translation. 
Extra seating Is available. 
Admission Is free, and the place 
is Curtis Lecture Hall "J".

I

362-2750

bar.

Readings
Wednesday September 30. 400 
pm. Hart House Library, U of T. 
Patrick Lane will be reading. 
Monday October 19, 8:00 pm. 
Hart House Library. U of T. John 
Newlove will be reading.

York University Choir 
The York University Choir will be 
holding its first rehearsal for 
this year tonight at 6.00 In 
Curtis Lecture Hall 'F. The choir 
holds no auditions and 
EVERYONE is welcome. There 
will be concerts throughout the 
year on and off campus. For more 
Information call Joanne Finlay 
at 667-0972, or better yet, drop 
into our rehearsal tonight or any 
Thursday from 600 to 8:00 in 
Curtis 'F.

Come home 
for the 

Holydays.

Gay Alliance at York 
Gay Alliance at York begins its 
weekly coffee houses on 
Wednesday September 23rd, 7 to 
10 pm In the Senior Common 
Room of Founders College, Room 
305. All gay men and lesbians are 
welcome!Sam Ion

3AM ION, Toronto Sun 
Columnist, and author of Dear 
Sanv Advice to the Working 
Woman, will be speaking on 
Wednesday, September 23,1981, 
in the Faculty Lounge (S869 and 
S872, Ross) from 12:00 to 1:00 
and 1:00 to 2:00. All interested 
members of the York community 
are invited to attend.

Concert
Thursday Sept. 17, 18. 19
Concert featuring Susan 
Macpherson. Y.P.T.. 165 Front 
St. E. 8:30 p.m. Students $6. For 
more information call 864-9732.

Congregation Darchei Noam is a small community of families and single adults 
who view a congregation as friends sharing a common Jewish tradition.
We believe that Judaism's essential unity is derived from just such union, and our 
religious practice is essential to maintaining our Jewishness.
Congregation Darchei Noam invites you to join us for the High Holydays and stay 
throughout the year, as our services continue to reflect the informal but traditional 
approach we try to maintain.
High Holyday Services led by Rabbi Richard Hirsh our new resident rabbi Rosh Has harm

Do you have trouble finding 
meaning from the Rosh 
Hashana service. Come hear 
Ross Mandel Tuesday Sept. 22 
speak on: How To Survive The 
High Holiday Services. Call 
Howie at JSF 667-3647.

Attention Poets 
Attention all poets. Submissions 
wanted for an anthology of York 
University/University of Toronto 
student poetry. Deadline: 
October 30, 1981. Please reply

For information: 
Days 482-1895 
Evg 783-3837

Break-fast followi 
Kashruth observ 
Child care provided

^ ' £XF
v Rrtonstruciow Synagogue of Toronto

Reel and Screen
Tonight the Reel and Screenatlon

Noamimp Yom Kippur

I’ll Bet You Didn’t Know

yacAUBURLeather
Jackets

Vol 16 No 1 Every Thursday, 1981/82
• York University :v

W. mjiDon't let the 
low price fool 
you. Our 
jackets are 
made of top 
quality heavy 
leather that's 
made to 
measure, and 
come complete 
with crest and 
letters. Ladies 
jackets tool

announces a complete 
creative publishing service

I Design
Editorial Services 

Typesetting

Photography
Stats

Paste-up
Printing

I JM

I
$145.00

Export Leather Garments
For Calendars, Handbooks, Newspapers, Brochures, 
Flyers, Posters, Resumes, Journals, etc.5 Camden St. at Spadlna, 1 block south of Richmond

366-0263
For Professional Advice on all your Creative 

Publishing Problemshi
Cali

Sl Excalibur Staff 
| Meets Every 
Jr Thursday at 3 PM 
j HI Central Square

Alex Watson
111 Central Square
667-3800

l
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SCIENCE Science Milestones

Ann Zelechow

Diamonds in the sky helium, the star cannot generate 
sufficient energy to balance Its 
own weight and it rapidly 
shrinks. Once this contraction 
starts it proceeds very rapidly 
and the star Implodes. This 
causes tremendous pressures 
to build up In the same way that 
delsel fuel heats up when It is 
compressed. Extremely high 
temperatures are generated, 
high enough to start another 
fusion reaction in the core which 
precipitates the conversion of 
the helium into carbon. New 
energy bursts from the core and 
causes the star to swell into 
another giant sphere.

Richard Dubinsky
Our sun Is an average star, about 
5 billion years old (middle-aged 
as stars go) and should last for a 
total of 10 billion years. More 
massive stars have shorter 
lifetimes since they bum up 
more quickly while lighter stars 
can last up to a trillion years.

Stars are powered by the 
burning of hydrogen within 
them. The combustion is 
nuclear rather than chemical. 
An atom of helium is the product 
of the reaction of four hydrogen 
atoms. The hydrogen loses mass 
In the process and converts 
directly Into energy In the centre . 
of the star. The end of the star 
comes when the hydrogen 
supply runs out.

Sept. 20, 1519: Ferdinand 
Magellan begins his round the 
world voyage.

Ci-
StA,?/

l<c

tl'

■F;:
F ‘: ■ ; 5: Sept. 22, 1791: Michael 

Faraday, Physicist, bom.■

:
. Sept. 23, 1846 The planet 

Neptune was discovered by 
Johann Gottfried Galle and 
Henrich Louis dArrest.

V ' cosmic jewels
If the star Is no more than four 

times the mass of the sun 
another contraction occurs, 
however the internal energy is 
not sufficient to fuse carbon Into 
heavier elements. Under these 
conditions It cools off. Its colour 
changes from a brilliant white to 
yellow, then red and finally It 
becomes black like a cinder cast 
from a roaring fire.

It Is possible that the Internal 
pressures and temperatures 
have caused the carbon to be 
transformed Into diamond. The 
star may really be a diamond in 
the sky but Its brilliance has 
been lost; its Internal fires have 
at last succumbed to a quiet 
stellar death. We believe that 
billions of these dead stars litter 
our galaxy; Invisible treasure 
chests of cosmic Jewels.

m
aouter layers

The star starts to expand its 
nuclear reaction from the^entre 
to begin consuming the 
hydrogen in the outer layers. 
This results in a significant 
swelling of the star due to the 
tremendous amounts of energy 
produced in the outer layers — 
similar to a slow acting fusion 
bomb. Expanded stars such as 
this are cooler and are red In 
colour. They can expand over 
a hundred times their normal 
size and consume planets that 
happen to be near them. This 
phase of their life may last up to a 
billion years, but the end is 
inevitable.

Once all the hydrogen has 
been consumed and changed to

< A

MiScience Writers Needed
We require individuals, preferably science students to 
conduct interview, write science articles and do layout for a 
monthly science section in Excalibur. If you would like to 
expand your communication skills and serve a good purpose 
contact us. Sept. 29, 1962 Alouette, 

worlds first domestic communi
cations satellite launched by 
Canada.

Richard Dubinsky Room 244 Petrie 
Tel. 787-0043 (res.)

— N-

Step Into Fashion Maiket

SUNDAYS «oy 10-5USMy Old Flame

9 save up to
Mr 60%VilUs-'

cv
BBSi./• ’ i *

A
on a large collection of better brand name A designer 
fashions. Dresses, suits, sweaters, blouses, pants A 
shirts. Also a large selection of cocktail apparel,
A long. Regular prices from (20.00 to $300.00.

ù. i short

Fashion Market 
1177 FINCH AVE. W.\i

by E.C. Neics Turn at stoplight at #1181. Just E. of Keele 
CASH OR CHARGER. (RING THIS AO FOR MORI DISCOUNTS.

\ See our boutique, DESIGNER CLASSICS, 

128% Cumberland St. Montât. 104

/
Alas, twas another Saturday eve and I sat In a candle lit lounge 
sipping on my quinine solution and playing with my two foot wire; 
bare copper wire to be exact, about 2mm. thick, stripped from a 300 
volt line. Several tables away sat a young lovely who smiled at me as I 
caught her glance. Never snobbish, I stood up, straightened my lab 
coat and walked over.

“May I sit down?" I queried.
"What for?" she answered.
"Simply to perform an experiment I Just thought of Illustrating a 

natural phenomenon between wire and flame."
"Very well." she replied.

“May I borrow a pencil or pen." She compiled and I wound the 
copper wire about the pencil fifteen times In a tight coll and used the 
remainder as a handle. I explained, “Thousands of specks of carbon 
are given off by a burning candle which ususally become so hot that 
they glow and produce the yellow part of the flame."

YUKON JACK ATTACK!
The Snake Bite.

: \ D elease 2 fluid ounces 
H of Yukon Jack, a dash 
of juice from an unsus
pecting lime, tumble them , 
over ice and you'll have | 
skinned the Snake Bite 
Inspired in the wild, midst j 
the damnably cold, this, the^^^ 
black sheep of Canadian 
liquors, is Yukon Jack f -•«

m?

// y /1 lowered the coil over the flame, which disappeared producing 
billows of smoke streaming from the coll.

“Copper Is an excellent conductor and Is now absorbing the heat 
and light normally produced by the flame, thus the carbon stops 
glowing and the flame disappears."

Removing the coil reversed the process and the flame reappeared.

"Why does that happen?" she asked.
"Ah! I said "An excellent example of Energy Transfer. I'll explain..."

j.
r '

IV", /ill X
i. »

3 \El* xvox
TiikonX 1!- -vOrdering another quinine water for myself and my friend, I 

proceeded to relate the intimacies of Thermodynamics. Needless to 
say. this led to more experimentation and a warming relationship.

V■ _ >
>

'is'S The Black Sheep of Canadian Liquors. 
Concocted with fine Canadian Whisky.

9



FEATURES
Elliott Lefiko
“It’s fate the way It happened," 
recalls Suzette Couture of what 
happened to her partner Chas 

1 Lawther almost one year ago to 
this date.

"We were both working on 
pilots for television shows at the 
same time. Mine was for the CBC 
and had all the appearance of 
going. They had flown me to 
Vancouver and things looked 
good," she explains.

"Chas's project, on the other 
hand, looked like a distant 
posslbllty at best. I mean a one 
camera, All-Night Show? Yet look 
what happened."

What happened was Immense 
popularity for one half of 
Toronto’s best comedy cabaret 
team. Chuck the SecurityGuard, 
a character Chas played, became 
last year's cult hero. Even at ole 
York, a small society would gang 
up In resident common rooms 
for early morning Chuck 
watching.

Chas & Suzette amusing of late.
The two began together when 

they found that their humour 
was Intertwined and they both 
enjoyed playing characters. Chas 
had been working as a comedian 
at Yuk Yuk's Komedy Kabaret 
(both the old and the new ones), 
while Suzette had been working 
In theatre “doing mostly drama, 
Pinter. Brecht.

I didn't like being myself In 
front of them," Suzette says 
explaining the beginning of the 
relationship. "It was difficult to 
decide on the version of yourself 
on stage. I watch the old comic 
teams, and how they get along. 
It’s not the timing that’s good, 
but the style."

The seamless part happens 
occasionally with the Toronto 
team too. “Sometimes you lose 
yourself in the character," 
marvels Chas. "When that 
happens you’re really doing 
well."

The key Ingredient to 
improvisation according to the 
two Is trust. "Sometimes I don't 
know where Suzette Is taking 
an Idea. She'll surprise me, and 
force me to take my character 
further." says Chas.

They don’t plan to work 
together exclusively. We need to 
do other things," says Suzette. 
"It's like a marriage and the 
people are having an affair. My 
working with other people 
makes me grateful to work with 
Chas."

Both feel that they 
accomplish what they want in 
Toronto. Although according to 
Suzette they're looking to video 
rather than playing live too 
often.

Joined At The Hip—comedy 
cabaret that you can 

dance to

. ir ■ ?

“Stage is 
a luxury” V ,

I ! iV 

. ■?

The All Night Show was
canned during the summer, 
replaced by reruns without the 
host, and without the

V.
f

one
camera.

Chas and Suzette, partners In 
comedy for the last few years, will 
continue to perform their 
Joined At The Hip Show, which 
they first ran at the Blue Angel 
and which they'll be bringing to 
York this Wednesday night for 
their Vanler Concert.

"Our show will Include three 
different sets; It's an evening 
with Chas and Suzette,"

XiV, can
•n mf m •Ik

m

: i %
l

v\> “In all our time at The Black 
Cat, we had maybe 
twentieth the audience of the All- 
Night Show. And the irony is 
that the Black Cat was where we 
had our strongest-most 
interesting ideas. A whole variety 
of concepts and characters and 
only about 4000 people saw us."

And says Chas, there Just 
aren’t that many comedy venues. 

“At one point It looked like every 
small town In Canada was going 
to open a comedy club, but now it 

The Joined At The Hip show seems there’s only Yuk Yuk's," he
and the new material are the observes, 
result of four hours a day 
practising that the two try to 
maintain. The amount of time 
was decreased to two, when Chas

tv one-

1 ‘ F
says

Couture, the more outgoing of 
the two. "We'll be weaving bits of 
Joined At The Hip in with some 
new stuff. We also have an 
experimental set."

The two have decided not to 
write a ‘newshow’. "Stage to us Is 
a luxury," says Suzette. "At one 
point we were going to. but why
throw away good material. "We were playing this place in "We're our own hand •• ohh«
The™.8 thla Pressure on Mississauga called Chuckles ("a Suzette "We like the Idea of sets
comedians, and comedy writers little song, a little dance, a little viïwmt to mkeourhl tsXn^re '

S.Lk2r'?ea,iïrhC-“k”an<1 •^hadstrtSn.^n^S
se s rom em. and where we played they had instrument which you're playing was doing Chuck, and it had to

During the Toronto Theatre m,s D,8 Qance tloor ln ‘ront °‘ In a song a certain way, and you be cut down at present while
Festival last spring Chas and the stage. The people you were ,,ke that 90 You extent that." Suzette plays Pierre Burton's
Suzette produced Joined At The playing to were eating their “And the fantasv forth— mother in a dramatic series for Hip at The Blue Angel, subtitling dinners along the sidfs, and YouVe got som™K,^nH the CBC
1C Comedy You Can Dance To". lining up at the buffet for ribs, who Is on acceSs slmwne who
The tag had apparently come The chef would walk rightacross is on shtick ItÏTwhok- S^
from an actual experience. the floor in front of us " we've got."

l
;

z

Suzette believes that they're 
only a year away from doing a 
conceptual show for the CBC.

So they’ll continue to ply away 
until their number is called.

"When you'reyoungyou have a 
five year plan for the future. 'If 
I'm not in LA, and not in a 
series...' but as you survive." 

_ Suzette says. "You think I'm not
The way they work Is to sit a household name, but my work

down and discuss the news- is tremendously satisfying
paper, and what each has found That's important."

U.S. and France: international human rights gangsters

Southeast Asia. examine the recent history of since 1975 is made.
Chomsky and Herman are They compare numbers of extent of American^nd^nch conformity the ^Jd^T' 

c.-iarly not apologists for political refugees (the American brutality there and that the especially desired ^ ®
communist rule in those Revolution createed proportion- physical legacy of their excSoate the vuLVr t0 1 
countries. They deplore crimes ate|y more than have fled from destruction Is still acutely felt 1975P role 2) ,
against humanity whatever the Vietnam) and post-war For instance, large areas hare witholdinJ oV^h J a uhe
cause and do not shy from behaviour of Western countries been rendered Into virtual desert lholdlng of aid and 3) toshow
recognizing that serious abuses (for instance, the number of by defoliation and craterizatlon 
of human rights unquestionably reprisal killings of Nazi Most of the infrastructure 
have taken place In Vietnam, collaborators in France is destroyed. There are villages that 
Laos and Cambodia. But, they proportionately far higher, with suffer nearly 100% mortality 
say, it Is not enough to simply far !ess Justification, than rates due to the chemicals that 
decry these without first killings ln Vietnam and possibly were dumped on them 
understanding the historical even Cambodia). They point out Unexploded bombs litter the 
background of the region, nor to with great Irony that It Is the U.S. countryside which continue to 
limit oneself — purely for the and France — the two Imperial go off, exacting a heavy toll In 
purposes of national Ideology — powers with the most abysmal lives. As for the psychological
to denouncing and denying aid record of human rights legacy of more than 30 years of
to only these countries. violations in Southeast Asls colonial, genocidal warfare, the 

First of all, the authors present * the biggest international authors leave that to 
historical precedents to gangsters since World War Two") speculation.

part series.
-The subtitle of Noam Chomsky's 

and Edward Herman's After the 
Cataclysm Is “Post-War 
Indochina and the Reconstruc
tion of Imperial Ideology." It 
picks up the general theme 
Introduced ln The Washington 
Connection, that Is, that the U.S. 
Is engaged in systematic emplre- 
bulldlng and that this 
subversive, anti democratic 
activity is veiled behind 
curtain of propaganda drawn by 
the government with the full co 
operation of the so-called Free 
Press. In this, volume two of The 
Political Economy of Human 
Rights, the authors subject their 
thesis to an In-depth analysis of 
a single case ln point — post-

the rest of the Third World that it 
doesn't pay to reject the 
capitalist mode of development. 
To Instill these Ideological 
lessons, facts are often 
dispensed with, regardless of 
whether they overwhelmingly 
contradict the basic propaganda 
line. Likewise is

was

a

common 
decency discarded, as witnessed 
by our continuing efforts to 
punish the wreckage left by 
the most devastating imperialist 
attack in history.

our own
10



Mo ers: Bits of America in Germany

What’s so funny about a cowboy in Hamburg
Howard Goldstein particular, finds Itself more at and were Invited to ask
At about the midway point on Home in Germany than it does In questions and freely engage the 
the bus trip from the Duisburg Pf*8 of the U.S.. even though it's musicians in conversation 
train station to suburban Moers, thousands of miles from home. It The informal Intimate
the bus stops just before *s because of this German atmosphere made from some 
crossing a bridge. Looking out of °ndness for Jazz that I went to fine performances. Most notably 
the front window you'd swear the small town of Moers this past the 59-year-old alto player Keizo 
you were in Pittsburgh or June. Ëach year, for the past ten, Inoue from Japan, who 
Hamilton. For situation on both thls 8m™ town has put on what captivated the audience with his 
banks of the Rhine, which flows "W1)6 the most Important of all passionate lyrical playing It is 
filthy beneath the bridge is th£ European music festivals. unfortunate he is not better 
heavy industry; the kind one T° understand Just what the known on this side of the 
expects to find in North America Moers International New Jazz
(specifically in the steel triangle Festival is all about consider
of the Northeast). The airaround Burkhard Hennen its organzier. Atlantic — the grey balding little
was thick with pollutants, Hennen, 34, is the owner of a man is Irresistible,
almost visible, as sheep grazed popular nightclub in Moers, "Die Also worth mentioning was 
on green spots between R°hre , as well as the fast the fine performance by English 
industrial plants. All at once it Moers Music record vocalist Maggie Nichols. Nichols

obvious that Germany had tabel; yet to see him you'd never is one of only a few vocalists who
know it, as the full-bearded truly uses her voice
Hennen, dressed in his white instrument. Her stream of

The fascination that Germany overalls, looks more the part of a consciousness ramblings,
has with America can be felt in health food store owner than a especially one about a depressed
many places, in many ways. In £î?moter lnternatlonal Jazz. woman, were so stunning that 
Berlin, a billboard proudly While appearances can be one left the room feeling that 
announces that Anheiser Busch deceiving in Hennen's case they what was witnessed was more

are rather valid. His relaxed
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become more American than 
MacDonalds.

, * ^as an
/

it

, I:(Budweiser) “is now here", 
complete with cowboys riding aPPearance is quite like the open

atmosphere of the festival.

than just great music, but great 
theatre as well.

The Festival's main stage, 
Over a liquid lunch, Hennen located in the spacious park at 

across the Grand Canyon. In stressed that an openess the town's centre, was quite 
Munich, at the movie theatre, between performer and unique, though sometimes 
there is a commercial in English audience was something he felt disappointing. The theme of this 
for a cigarette called "Go West" was essential if audiences were year's festival was “Free Funk" or 
with a macho cowboy of the to escape becoming "merely No Wave" music, which 
urban variety-telling the consumers". To this end he has to be at the heart of Jazz's next 
teutonic crowd to "Go West". In created what he calls “Portraits revolution. Each of the three 
Essen, though my German isn't and Interaction," which nights of the festival 
great, I overhear a child nagging consisted of various performers, headlined by a group playing 
his mother to take him to ranging from the internationally some form of this music. 
MacDonalds. Everywhere acclaimed trombonist Gunther The first night was headlined 
throughout the country some Christmann (a frequent visitor by the very visual Luther 
influence of our friends to the to Toronto) to lesser known Thomas and Dizzazz. Thomas, a 
south can be found. musicians like bassist Torsten onetime member of St. Louis'

But aside from cowboys and Muller, performing slmultan- influential BAG. (Black Artists 
°ntlÜr b^itlon there is eously in seperate rooms Group) seems to have found 

nothing the Germans have a throughout the school. The himself a new direction. The 
greater fondness for than audience could leisurely go from show began like a New Orlean s 
American music. Jazz, In room to room as they wished, funeral — the band spewing out

;

t
f
:seems

was
a contorted circus theme, while a 
coffin containing Thomas 
carried out on stage. Thomas 
later emerged in red silk top hat, - 
blue suede shoes, and white 
Dinner Jacket and — lest we 
forget — blaring alto. The sets 
borrowed from sources as 
diverse as Bob Marley, James 
Brown and the Human Arts 
Ensemble and were a hit with

the crowd, who could literally be 
was heard miles away banging 

industrial trash containers for 
an encore. It seems almost 
definite that with 
promotion Dlzzazz's upcoming 
album on Moers Music Records, 
*Yo' Mama", should supply the 
success needed to give the small 
company wider recognition.

cont’d page 12
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J.S.F. presents
The Almost Free Jewish University

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED

20% OFF
Straight 20% Student 
discount [not up to) on
all T.l. calculators

Calculator 
Decision-Making 
SourcebookIsraeli Folkdancing with Daphna Amram

Wednesdays 7 - 9 p.m. $1.00/session 
McLaughlin Jr. Common Room

Hebrew with Daphna Amram
Wednesdays Ross S416 
Beginners 4:45 - 5:45 
Advanced 5:45 - 6:45

Too Much Sex? discussion group
Jewish values clarification 
Thursdays 8.00 p.m. beginning Oct. 15 
limited registration

Jewish Challenge Seminars
Straight answers to questions about Judaism 
Mondays 4:00 p.m. Ross S312 
Thursdays 12:30 p.m. JSF CS140B

Children of Holocaust Survivors discussion group with Doris Blinick 
Sundays 7:30 - 10:00 p.m. starting Oct. 25 
B'nai Brith Centre (rear entrance)
15 Hove St.
series of six sessions $30

OTHER HAPPENINGS:
Thursday, Sept. 22 12:30 p.m.
"How to Survive the High Holiday Services"
Ross S105

Ik •Ninety days straight exchange with new 
machine if machine found defective 
•In house repairs available 
calculators

8 on all

T1-55 advanced slide'rule

AUDIO ’N’ BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD. 
Flemington Park Shopping Centre ( Lowe r Ma 11 Offices) 

747 Don Mills Road, Suite 109 
Don Mills, Ontario.

_______ TELEPHONES (416) 423-0653/4

m

STARMAKERS 81 
In the musical comedy 

ONE BIG BREAK

Special Rates 
with York I.D.

Wednesday, Sept. 23 12:30 p.m. 
meeting of the committee on Neo-Nazism 
JSF Central Square 140B

Thursday, Sept. 24 12:30 p.m.
Israel Action committee meeting 
JSF Central Square 140B

Saturday, Sept. 26 8:00 p.m.
JSF's First Annual FootFest 
Stong Dining Hall $3.00

Also Beginning: "How to Adjust to York after Israel" 
For more information on anything: call 667-3647

i i ‘si ii r\
DINNER THEATRE

72 STEELES AVC.W.l 886-2100

>

n



Student Subscription Order Form 
1981-82 du Maurier Opera Series

I cnrmse cheque money 
payment payable tc Tn 
Compary tor

| order or credit rara 
•e Canadian Opera

suosertpt'ons a: $____

Please add II 00 handling charge 
M1. lax utrl jctihie Frend of Opera 

donation is

- i
$ 1 (K >

Addresi $ __
Total pas men: 1

Code
Enclosed find cheque for total amount 
Cheryt full amount to 

_ American Express
Vise L Master Card

Air«; Choree (see Non oeiow)

Location___
Second Choice

Location_________________________ *______________
NOTF Please malxt your payment oniy for your first choice

Lmi«. teitmy •" . in*"' '• whar h cnaiiçt 

Suistnpuun oiedlu.e a Novamiwi , lie ,

Account Number Expirv Date

Si inature 3?

WELCOME
to all new and returning students

NEED A JOB?
Many students find it hard to make ends meet without a part-time 

job during the school term.

WE HAVE MANY JOBS!!
Our hour to 30 hours a week, 
many related to your course.

Visit us at N108 Ross to
find the right part-time job for you
or check the job board in Central Square.

Canada Employment Centre on Campus

N108 Ross 667-3761

STUDENTS!
EXPERIENCE THE 
UNIQUE MAGIC

THREE 
OPERAS FOR 
AS LITTLE AS 
S2.2B EACH!

This special subscription 
package of lavish full 
productions is brand new for 
the 1981-82 Canadian Opera 
Company icaeon. Featured 
operas will be:

The Conodion Opero Com pony 
wishes to monk Air Conooo 
for co-sponsoring this

(airy)AIR CANADA Infil
Die Fledermaus (in English) — 
the brightest and merriest of 
the operettas of Johann Strauss, 
the Walu King;

The du Maurier Opera 
Series
Special Student Offer!
For less than the price ol two 
films, students can see three of 
the world's most famous and 
popular live operas, performed 
by the Canadian Opera 
Company Ensemble (our 
resident company of Canada's 
finest young singers) on stage at 
the O’Keefe Centre, with the 
COC Orchestra and Choru*.

There will only be one 
performance of each opera in 
this scries. The dates will be: 
Friday, Jan. 29, (Die 
Fledermausj; Friday, Feb. 5. 
(Lucia d\ Lamtnermoorj; and 
Saturday, April 24, (La 
7 r avia ta j. All of the 
performances will be in the 
O’Keefe Centre for the 
Performing Arts, I Front Si. E. 
at Yonge, and all curtain times 
will be 8:00 p.m.

Lucia dt Lammermoor (in 
Italian) — Donizetti's bel canto 
masterpiece, set in the harsh 
gloom of gothic Scotland;

La Traviata (in Italian) — 
Verdi's impassioned romance, 
set in pleasure-loving Parisian 
society. An audience favorite.

____ _ WEAR BALCONY -|
^----- -SlnoTE BALCONY
''T.------- cbONT BÂlCONV

------------MEZZANINE

Three Lan Steps to Order Three 
Great Operas.' STUDENTS!
1. Chw tour seating location
from the chan. e
2. Enclose a pbotocopv of vour 
valid student I.D
S. Complete the order form and 
mail or bring it to the COC Season 
Ticket Centre

1961-82 du Maurier Series 
Ticket Prices

CIRCLE
LOCATION

e orchestra Front Orchestra 
Middle Orchestra 
Orchestra Circle 
Rear Orchestra 
Mezzanine 
Front Balcony 
Middle Balcony 
Rear Balcony

Sold Out
538.25 
530.75

Sold Out
538.25 
530.75 
510.50 
5 6.75

A"o brochure, no broadcast, no 
libretto can adequately capture the 
magic, mystery. colour, drama, and 
spectacle of Grand Opera There v 
no substitute for seeing a live on 
stage performance!

ORCHESTRAfRONT

O'Keefe Centre Seating Plan

Moer’s Jazz
(rom page !1

On the second night of the 
festival the headlining band was 
Ronald Shannon Jackson and 
the Decoding Society. Drummer 
Jackson, whose Impressive 
credentials Include stints with 
Cecil Taylor and Ornette 
Coleman, has assembled a fine 
band Including sax players Lee 
Rozle and Zane Massey. They 
delivered a nicely balanced 
mixture of free Jazz and 
Introspective pieces which 
featured Jackson's meditative 
flute work.

The Festival was closed with a 
final-night performance by 
Omette Coleman's Prime Time. 
Hennen Is quick to point out the 
rationale for bringing the big 
name Coleman to what Is 
traditionally a festival for the up- 
and-coming, "He Is the father of 
this music...isn’t that enough of 
a reason?” Prime Time's 
appearance was disappointing 
to say the least. Thedouble trio 
(two guitars, two electric basses 
and two drums) was nothing 
more than a wall for sound for 
Coleman to solo against. The 
crowd, however, though 
differently, as they responded 
much In the same fashion as 
they had two days earlier for 
Dlzzazz.

The Festival crowd repre
sented the country's youthful 
subculture. To use a term now 
hopefully forgotten on this 
continent, they were "hippies".' 
Hennen explains that they come 
to the festival as much for a 
social gathering as for the music. 
One look around the park 
quickly confirms this, as 
thousands of tents are pitched. 
At the festival’s close what was a 
beautifully manicured park, was
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McGregor's light, but substant
ial piano Instructions were 
definite highlight.

In sharp contrast In the big 
band department was the 
Wiener Art Orchestra. This 
collection of German. Austrian, 
American and Swiss musicians 
seem like a band on the way up. 
Their mixture of fast moving 
arrangements by band leader 
Mathias Ruegg, and goofy 
comedy recall Caria Bley at her 
peak. American vocalist Lauren 
Newton, her clear, high voice 
beautifully worked Into the 
arrangements, turned In one 
among many superior efforts. 
Also noteable was reed player 
Wolfgang Puschnlg's parody of 
an American, complete with N.Y. 
Yankees cap — not to forget his 
alto and piccolo playing. This 
band Is probably a couple of 

ecstacu With each of years away from North America.
Until then one Is urged to pick 
up a copy of their "Concerto 
Piccolo" on Hat Hut records for a 
taste of some really fresh music.

“rolling his eyes in

his solos..."

left looking like a refugee from a 
"Jazz Woodstock".

Hennen mentions that the 
townsfolk are not exactly in love 
with the audience for the 
festival, but are willing to put up 
with them because of the Global 
attention It yearly brings the 
town. The Government, too, Is 
less than delighted with the 
festival crowd. Two years ago 
police with machine guns set up 
road blocks on the way to Moers 
expecting to encounter 
terrorists.

While the headlining groups 
generally played somewhere 
below their reputations, the 
smaller, less-heralded groups 
delivered well above expectation.

Frank Wright's Quintet 
turned In a fast paced set of 
sixties free jazz, a tribute to his 
years with Albert Ayier. Odean 
Pope, at present a member of 
Max Roach's quartet, played his 
tenor with great rhythm and 
energy. He was finely backed by 
bassist Gerald Veasley and 
drummer Cornell Rochester. 
Rochester's visual performance, 
the small, short-haired man 
rolled his eyes In ecstacy with 
each of his solos, easily won the 
crowd's heart.

In the way of big bands, Moers 
was fortunate to have the ever, 
dependable South African, Chris 
McGregor, and his Brotherhood 
of Breath. This edition of the 
Brotherhood included John 
Tchlcai and Francois Jeanneau, 
as well as old standbys Harry 
Becktt and Radu Malfattl. While 
the Brotherhood didn’t present 
anything earth shaklngly new. It 
was how crisply they performed 
their relatively mainstream 
material that Impressed.

But while there were many 
solid performances at Moers, one 
group really stood out above the 
rest. Making their second 
appearance at Moers, the Ethnic 
Heritage Ensemble were totally 
captivating. Sax players Edward 
Wilkerson and “Light" Henry 
Huff, as well as percussionist/ 
singer Kahll El'Zabar, are among 
the most Impressive musicians 
to come out of Chicago's famed 
AAC.M. (Association for the 
Advancement of Creative Music) 
and that Includes some players 
of enormous stature, like 
Anthony Braxton, Muhal 
Richard Abrams and Roscoe 
Mitchell.

Theirs was a complete 
performance. From a driving 
Coltrane-like number they 
would go Into a more subdued 
African piece, complete with 
El'Zabar on Sanza (thumb 
piano). At one point with 
Wilkerson at the piano they even 
performed a beautifully gentle R 
& B number with Zahar urging 
the crowd to chant "Peace on 
Earth", which the audience 
gladly did. (Cynicism hasn't 
seemed to reach this section of 
Germany's youth yet).

So fine were the ensemble that 
I left Ornette Coleman before his 
encore in order to Insure a good 
seat for their performance later 
that evening at "Die Rohre". And 
as they had that afternoon at the 
festival's main stage, they once 
again emitted music of a highly 
sensitive and Intelligent nature. 
In fact, sitting In the front row, 
with “Light" Henry Huffs warm 
tenor practically In my face, 
remains a highlight among my 
weeks In Europe.
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UMNŒITY NCWG1T
Prepared and paid for by the Communications Department, S802 Ross, 667-3441

“Slaying the mystical university dragons”
by H. Ian Macdonald, President of York University

The following article by York 
President H. Ian Macdonald 
originally appeared in the Globe and 
Mail on July 21, 1981

either incorrect or incomplete 
information. The baby boom is 
over, but the fact is (despite earlier 
inaccurate government forecasts) 
that total enrolment in universities 
continues to grow, though not as 

space to colorful convocation quickly as during the 1960s when the 
ceremonies at universities across the

We are not having trouble selling 
our product; we are having 
difficulty providing it because of 
inadequate government financing. 
The results of attempting to 
maintain our standards and provide 
our services while persistently 
receiving grants well below the level 
of inflation over a period of years 
are dramatically becoming obvious: 
most universities across Canada are 
either already deeply in debt or 
rapidly moving to that position as 
reserves run dry.

I am certainly not opposed to a 
continuing process of review of our 
systems, a continuing process of fine

nation.
“Public spokesmen who should 

know better have been suggesting 
that we require fewer persons with a 
university education because we 
require more technically trained 
people. In fact, these groups are 
complementary and we require 
more of both. Strategic planning for 
the Ontario economy must involve a 
mix of enhanced research and 
development, professional training, 
technical skills and general 
education.

been taking steps to increase its 
support of research in a number of 
scientific and sociological areas. The 
question is now becoming whether 
the universities, starved for 
operating funds to the point of near 
collapse, will be able to accept that 
financial aid and carry out the 
required research.

For example, one of York 
University’s particular areas of 
strength and excellence is in 
biological research. Ranked in terms 
of the dollar value of grants received 
from federal sources in the years 
1976 to 1979, York placed first 
among 22 major universities in 
Canada. It is obvious we have the 
potential to do a job. But our over
crowding (due almost directly to 
under-funding) has forced our 
scientists to perform their research 
in hallways and converted 
washrooms. On the one hand, we are 
told to do more; on the other hand, 
we are told we will get less to do it 
with.

During the past few weeks, the 
media has devoted much time and

system was forced by government 
into rapid expansion to meet the 

distinguished honorary graduands demand for spaces, 
given departing students. In Ontario, across the university

I was delighted that, to date this system, applications from high 
year, I have not seen the traditional school students increased by 10 
newspaper cartoon depicting one of percent this year. Add to those 
those graduates, still wearing cap numbers the continuing question of 
and gown and with sheepskin accessibility, a question that 
clutched in hand, standing in an 
unemployment insurance line. Nor 
have I heard or read remarks about 
how many, if not most of them, will 
be driving taxis for the rest of their 
lives.

country, and the messages of

"It is vital that the need for urgent 
development and expansion of the 
human resource capabilities of 

(or even medium) tuning to Ontario and Canada be recognized 
eliminate redundancies and focus 
excellence among universities.

becomes more pertinent every time 
the economy takes a down-swing 
and every time universities are 
compelled to raise their fees. How

and acted upon before critical 
manpower shortages occur in the 
mid-1980s and beyond. As a 
country in the process of becoming a 
medium- and high-technology 
society, we are critically in need of 
indigenous entrepreneurs, 
innovative managers, and leaders in 
the application of science and 
technology. ”

I do not believe that governments 
are unaware that the place to find 
the solutions to many of the 
problems that beset our society is 
within the university — not only 
through production of highly 
educated people to meet the 

However, a wholesale shrinking of challenge of the future but through 
the system merely to bring it within the research potential of institutions 
the dollar figures that governments of higher learning. And there lies 
seem willing to supply is

Old myths die hard, but this one—
that a university degree is 
tantamount to a guarantee of 
unemployment — has clung to life 
with particular tenacity. Eventually, 
of course, the facts will out. When 
Statistics Canada published a report 
earlier this year that showed 
university graduates have the lowest 
level of unemployment of any 
educational group in Canada at 2.4 
percent (college certificate-holders 
are next lowest at four percent), the
media and the public began to take many students who deserve and

would benefit from higher education 
We had been trying to tell them so are not applying because, for social 

for years. We knew that, since and/or financial reasons, they 
university grads were usually simply cannot afford to apply? 
applying for more highly specialized Even if the argument were valid 
positions, it would often take them that fewer Grade 13 graduates 
longer to find an appropriate job continuing on to university (and it is 
than it would those seeking 
generalized work. However, it

University grads have the lowest 
level of unemployment of any 
educational group in Canada. To those who would quietly 

acquiesce to the dismantling of 
university system, once the envy of 
the world, let me quote from C.P. 
Snow, an Honorary Graduand of 
York University: “The world's 
greatest need is an appetite for the 
future. The sense of the future is 
behind all good policies. Unless we 
have it, we can give nothing either 
wise or decent to the world.”

Or to ourselves.

our

notice.

a
a second bitter irony. The federal 

destructive process and ignores the Government, in recent years, has 
consequences of accepting such an 
inevitability.

There is also a bitter irony 
involved in pursuing such an 
objective and it was cited in York's 
brief to the Committee to Review the 
Objectives and Funding of Ontario 
Universities: “Current conventional 
public wisdom holds that there will 
be an inevitable ‘shrinkage’ in 
universities and, moreover, that 
there should be because of a 
potential reduction in the numbers 
of Grade 13 students in the system.

“In our opinion, this is precisely 
the opposite of what is required or 
what should occur. The future of 
Ontario, its economy and society,

were

Lottery benefits 
kids’ day camp

not), how can universities ignore 
new pressures from other sectors of 
the community for access to our

more
was

evident that once they did find 
employment they not only started at lecture halls? 
a higher rate of pay but their chances The phenomenon of part-time 
of upward mobility within their field students is one example. There has
were increased compared to those been a tremendous growth in part- 
without university training. time and mature student enrolment

As a single example of the myth of in recent years. At York University
chronic unemployment for alone, the enrolment of part-time
university graduates, I can quote and mature students has almost
statistics recently provided by York doubled since 1977 and, at
University s dean of the Faculty of Glendon campus, the percentage of
Education - and nowhere has the these students as part of our total
myth been more persistent than in enrolment has risen from 18.5
he area of teacher-training: of the percent to 27.8 percent in the past

160 graduates of our 1980 Faculty of five years
Education, 130 (or 81.3 percent) 
responded to a survey regarding 
their employment status and only 
five (or 3.8 percent) had failed to 
find suitable employment.

Perhaps this is the time, having 
apparently slain one mythical

For $ 1, you can find your place in 
the sun.

How?

at the York Youth Connection 
booth from 10 a m. to 2 p.m.

The York Youth Connection is a 
volunteer group of York University 
community members and members 
from the neighbouring Jane-Finch 
community. The group operates a 
summer day camp on the York 
campus for children between the 
ages of 10 and 16. The camp 
provides the children with 
multimedia and sports program, 
plus a three-day camping trip to the 
Rockwood Conservation Area.

All proceeds from the draw will go 
to support the camp and its 
activities.

Buy a lottery ticket from the York 
Youth Connection. Two prizes will 
be awarded in a draw at York onour
October 1 at noon: the first prize is a 
trip for two to Trinidad and Tobago, 
which includes air fare and 

depends directly on the quality of its accommodation; the second prize is
human resources and on the 
availability of ‘knowledge workers’ 
as never before. We urgently require 
not less, but more investment in 
education if Ontario is to compete in 
the world economy and recapture its 
traditional place in the life of the

air fare for two to Jamaica.
Both trips must be taken before 

December 14, 1981.

a(Glendon provides another good 
example of accessibility. It is the 
only campus in Toronto where post- 
secondary education is available in 
French. Toronto has a francophone 
population of about 50,000. 
Montreal, with an English 

dragon, that we should be taking on population of 600,000, has two large 
another: that universities have over- anglophone universities with places 
expanded and should go through a available each year for about 6,600 
shrinkage phase. incoming undergraduates. Glendon

This proposedly healthy gearing- has an annual intake of about 385 
down (being brutally forced by 
persistent government under- 
funding) is seen as inevitable, even 
desirable, in some conventional

Tickets arc available in the York 
Bookstore and in Room S802 Ross 
Building. They will also be available 
in Central Square on September 17,

It’s time to apply for Rhodes Scholarships
Applications for the 1982 Rhodes 

Scholarships may be made until 
October 26, 1981. Eleven of the 
scholarships will be awarded to 
Canadians, entitling the winners to 
study at Oxford University in 
England for two (and possible three) 
years commencing in September 
1982. The value of each scholarship 
is approximately 6000 pounds per 
annum.

Canadians, preferably in their 
third or fourth year of university 
work,- who are unmarried and 
between 18 and 24 years of age are 
eligible for the scholarships. 
Applications forms and particulars 
may be obtained from the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies, N920 Ross 
Building, or by writing to: J.M. 
Farley, Esq., P.O. Box 451,

Toronto-Dominion Centre, 
Toronto M5K 1M5.

Applicants are not required to 
write an examination. Selection is 
made by provincial committees after 
personal interviews and on the basis 
of the candidate's record. Although 
scholastic ability is of importance, 
such factors as character, qualities 
of leaderships and interest in 
outdoor sports are carefully 
considered. Some definite quality of 
distinction, whether in intellect or 
character or a combination of these, 
is the essential requirement.

The Rhodes Scholarships, 
established in 1904 under the Will of 
Cecil Rhodes, are the best known of 
international scholarships. They 
have been the model for many 
similar awards in Canada, the

United States and elsewhere. 
Rhodes Scholars proceed to Oxford 
where unique opportunities exist for 
general undergraduate studies and 
for advanced work in both the 
humanities and the sciences. The 
present stipend is approximately 
sufficient to pay all expenses and to 
enable the scholar to take advantage 
of excellent opportunities for travel 
in Britain and on the continent of 
Europe during the three lengthy 
vacations of the Oxford academic

freshman students and caters to 
francophone students and others 
interested in furthering their 
education in a second language. It is 

wisdom because: (1) the baby boom obvious that accessibility for an
has “boomed out” and there is, English-speaking student to
therefore, less need for university university in Montreal is about 1 5
places for students; (2) fewer times better than for a francophone
secondary school graduates are student in Toronto.)
opting for university education (this The problem of universities across
is a remainder of Myth One and Canada is not lack of demand for
assumes students see no enrolment. At York, we can only
employment benefits from attending accept one of four qualified
university); and (3) the country does applications for our Faculty of
not need a surplus of over-educated

year.
Over 600 Canadians have now 

held Rhodes Scholarships. Many of 
these scholars on returning to 
Canada have had distinguished 
careers and made significant 
contributions to the public life in 
this country.

Administrative Studies. That 
and under-employed (again refer to becomes one of 10 applicants at 
Myth One) citizens wandering Osgoode Hall Law School. In fact, it 
about.

t

appears that this year we will be 
(if turning away qualified applicants in 

every one of our faculties.
These are all erroneous 

persistent) assumptions based on
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ENTERTAINMENT
Festival animation series

!Toon fest no jesty y %

iRoman Pawlyszyn 
The Animation Series Is a new 
addition to this year's Festival of 
Festivals, and It's about time. 
Many other cities hold major 
annual festivals devoted entirely 
to the screening of new 
animated films, while Toronto 
has almost avoided this most 
creative facet of the cinema

“People here are preoccupied 
with stars, directors, and 
‘events'," says programmer Kelly 
O’Brian, who Is also the director 
of the Ottawa International 
Animation Festival.
Ottawa Festival It feels closer, 
more intimate, and the audience 
more receptive."

Perhaps as a symbol of 
Hogtown's haughtiness towards 
animation, O'Brian's series has 
been tucked away Into the 
Backstage II (a less than Ideal 
theatre under any circumstan
ces) and has been beset with 
technical difficulties. One of the 
problems Is that O'Brian Is busy 
running around doing every
thing herself. 'In Ottawa, I have 
two projectionists working for 
me. Here I'm the announcer, the 
curtain framer, the projectionist, 
even the ticket taker," she Jokes. 
“Still, It’s my baby, so I don't 
mind."

The breadth and variety of 
animated films and animation 
techniques are astounding, 
going far beyqnd the familiar 
Saturday morning cartoon. 
O'Brian points out that 
"cartoon" is to animation what 
"documentary" Is to film—

L
merely one aspect of a broad 
field. Some highlights of the 
animation that have appeared so

at how the Ontario Censor 
Board makes its decisions: 
clay animated censors throw 
darts at a board divided Into 
"General", "Adult", "Restrict
ed”, and ''Ban”. Very 
pertinent.
• The History of the World In 
Three Minutes Flat which Is 
precisely that. "And then 
there was light," says the 
Creator as a light switches on. 
In the end when he sees what 
he has created he turns off the 
light, yawns, and says "Oh 
well, I’U tiy again."

far:
fi• Dream Doll, a British film 

about a man and his love 
affair with a life-size 
inflatable doll. His heart gets 
broken but his tale ends 
happily.
• Mlndscape, from the 
National Film Board of 
Canada. A surreal journey 
into a painting, It uses the 
plnscreen technique, a 
painstaking and complex 
process in which thousands 
of black pins are inserted into 
a white board. By varying the 
length that the pins stick out 
from the board, the animator 
creates various shadings 
from black to white. The effect 
in Mlndscape is superb.
• Kick Me, a film about a 
being who consists of a pair of 
legs Joined together, and who 
gets chased by a giant 
baseball. Everything was 
drawn directly onto the 
35mm film stock, a labor
iously meticulous technique.
• also from the NFB, T.V. Sale. 
a parody of television 
programs, with commercials 
from the "North American 
Tragedy and Death" life 
Insurance company and “Pit- 
Stop Sonic-Spray Deoder- 
ant."

• The Censor, an Inside lpok

?

*
H *
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Neige—Godard goddess Juliet Berto“At the

Ticket to Festival• Thanksgiving. The 
animators took and actual 
turkey—basted and roasted— 
put eyes on Its .rear and 
animated it to walk around 
like some mutant beast. From 
the Vancouver School of Art.

washees are susceptible in the 
first place. Because frankly, 
anyone who believes people 
whose Idea of music is "Amazing 
Grace", deserves to be Moonlfied. 
All we know about Mancuso is 
that he's just had a fight with 
his girlfriend before he's off to 
the farm to be freaked out. We 
haven't a clue why someone who

Robyn Butt

Ticket to Heaven
Ticket to Heaven can't touch 
Harry, sitting outside in his 
leather Jacket. But It should 
retire forever the persistent and 
Invidious notion that Canad
ians always make bleak 
rambling inept movies, often * .
about snow. The film is a °nly acts too Intelligent, but
dissection of the Moonle l°oks, t0° *nteU‘gent to be a
movement, and the acting is Moonlc- 8ets taken in by a 
competent (although occas- compulsive teeny camp- 
lonally self-conscious), the counsellor with a whistle, and a 
camera-work is efficient, the °rtt lecturer who s ridiculously

pompous. All of which is too bad, 
because the ignored secret is 
right In the line: "a wretch like 
me." This could be Ticket to 
Heaven's alternative title. Or 
should have been.

• The Fly, a Hungarian film 
in brown pencil depicting life 
from a fly's perspective, with a 
tragic ending. Very unusual, 
almost dizzying, and last 
year's Acadamy Award 
winner.
• Babfllm (Scenes with 
Beans). Animated lima beans 
are people who drive 
cigarette-box and sardine- 
can cars, live in milk carton 
high-rises, and harvest their 
wheat with a Blc razor 
mowing a yellow shag carpet. 
Ingenious.

pacing is faultless. Saul 
Rubinek, as the nut-with-a- 
heart-of-gold who saves his best 
friend from Moonledom, is cute 
and convincing: and for the 15 
minutes R.H. Thompson 
appears as the de-programmer, 
possesses the screen like a 
glorious demon. His presence Neige is another Godard ian 
has a James Dean-like energy street-film. Gradually becomes
with a veteran stage-actor’s amazing for the choked
polish. Then there's Nick innocence threaded consistently 
Mancuso. playing the guy the though every wandering scene. 
Moonles get. and redeeeming People afterwards complained 
himself from the abysses of that 
Stratford and Nightwing . If he 
sometimes seems one-dimen- but ifanyone going to the movies 
slonal, the problem isn't nowadays wants “realistic" films 
his. so much as the movie’s.

In the end. Ticket Is a core with chained to the comer of Queen 
no outer layers. Moonles and Jarvis for two hours, 
brainwash through malnutri
tion, no sleep, and verbal 
manipulation. Since we all are 
potential victims, we must view Not A Love Story is a film In 
the film in this light, and this is which the film-maker set out to 
where it starts to fall short. It 
doesn't examine why brain-

Neige
Does O'Brian have any 

problems selecting which films 
to show from among the 
thousands available? "Usually I 
can pick my favourites, but 
sometimes they're not available 
so I Just have to take the 
distributor's word on something 
I haven’t seen. On a few films, I 
took the chance and lost. There's 
a lot of bribery involved."

The Animation Series 
continues today and tomorrow 
with animation from Quebec, 
Parts I and II, and Saturday with 
a selection of the best films 
screened during the Festival. 
Hopefully, the Animation Series 
will become an annual affair, and 
perhaps next year the projection 
conditions will be improved to a 
level deserving of the subject 
matter.

its hopefully hopeless 
protagonists weren't realistic.

to present reality they should be

i
Not A Love Story

.

cont’d p. 15
Mindscape: Jaques Drouin/NFB

Extended, by popular demand!...and Malevil

Lobster’sNuke flick Zbno Irwin Allen SS88
m;CRoman Pawlyszyn

A wine cellar in Malevil, a 
provincial French village. The 
mayor of the village and a group 
of locals are making some small 
business dealings. Suddenly, the 
transistor radio goes dead.

Brilliant beams of radiant blue 
light streak in under the crack In 
the cellar door. The pealing 
reverberation of thunder. The 
people break out in profuse 
sweating, sweating that is so 
unbearable they writhe. Wine 
bottles burst, violently expelling 
their contents.

When the commotion ends 
and the people carefully emerge 
from their protective basement 
hideaway, they discover their 
village in ruins, debris floating 
through the air. mummified 
horses, charred bodies, and a 
perpetually overcast sky. They 
discover that they are the 
survivors of a nuclear holocaust.

Imagine what Irwin Allen 
would have done with a scenario 
like this one and you'll know 
what MeUevH is not It's a human

drama, not a special effects 
thriller. The premise of nuclear 
destruction serves only as an 
initiating force — the atomic 
age’s equivalent of the 
shipwreck. From there, it’s the 
story of this group's survival in a 
post-nuke wasteland, their 
determination to cany on as if it 
were only another hurdle in a 
normal lifetime of challenges. As 
one character says while 
surveying the parched bleakness 
around hlm, "I thought it'd be 
worse." It couldn't possibly be.

We see how. in the ensuing 
months, this disorganized group 
of people who saved their lives 
purely by accident, advance and 
become a self-sufficient 
community. An important 
moment in the lifting of the 
glumness present at first Is the 
occasion of the first rainfall 
since the explosion. Although 
everybody has been waiting for 
it. when it finally does rain all are 
cautious to avoid the possibly- 
contaminated 
their initial Impulses. When they

discover that the rain is safe, 
inhibitions disappear: it is quite 
a Joyous moment seeing these 
people frolic in the rain fully 
dressed.

The community is a micro
cosm of life. When the resident 
electronics whiz removes parts 
from the lovable grandmother’s 
washing machine to build a 
transmitter, the grandmother 
becomes upset. "No use ruining 
it," she says. When she is 
browsing through a glossy 
magazine that has Just been 
unearthed, she admires a photo 
of a gala dinner party. "Those 
lucky people," she editorializes, 
not considering the posslblities. 
When the members of the group 
engage In a roulette game, they 
play for real money, and. Just as a 
real money game would inspire, 
avarice and cheating pervade the 
affairs.

As time passes, living 
conditions Improve and things 
become quite peaceful. Their

cont’d p. 17
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Name-the-Contest
Contest!!!

The Lobster's Choice column Is traditionally devoted to 
tipping you off on the most Interesting events taking place 
on campus. Since there's nothing much happening this 
first week, we are devoting Pere Lobster's space to 
weekly contest/quiz thing. Since this quiz doesn't have a 
name yet that'll be yourflrst dangerous challenge—Nam* 
the contest I And If your entry Is chosen, you get afree copy 
of the new Triumph album. Allied Forces, courtesy Attic 
Records. So get your suggestions (Include your name) to 
Excalibur. Comrade Lobster. 111 Central Square by Wed.. 
Sept 23 at noon. No Excal slaves need apply.

our

1

water—against S.R
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Tied off at the nipples_ ---------------------------------- ------------ , , ^ s

Pornography anti-erotic:
****.

film
arttfdSS5£08 •"SgSteÿtiffiÊ Sfeg-onstage. 12 times a day. Tm my and whatNttX^StorySfera 5Hh? S ortanTSd
n'n rm^h »^ ,r W^at 18 8tiU aomcthln8 we need to beautiful movie weïprobÏÏÎ
to do.1 m with the man I love. But know. The definitive judgement find in North American theatrvf

its story of a womans growth to iSd 'nt^e wed writer: there are shots so eloquent you
awareness of her exploi tatlon. As Zos rou^h^He^ îo,ce Ü7,yfH «nti-erotic have to stop looking. Rot-Jse.
mere exposee of pornography. breaks Tm nn, because it is the separation of Diva is a genie thriller about an
its an instructional film that Tracey herself poses for a nom defines th^cnifow™Mystlfsm lnn°cent who's in love with an
everyone should see. particularly photographer \Ke thing to\o scene a nH 1 b^^een a love. opera-singer and becomes 
Porn consumers. Tracey matetoft l«£k Hke mlnW if J and enmeshed in a murder when
interviews girls who perform in flowers'^It is at this mim that taPhorlcal fuck- evidence gets dropped into his
glass booths ( "What do you think she becomes too insulted hv the » 7^------7—7T~^---------- knapsack. The action is
about?"—"Nothing."), confronts degradation to go back to her —Les Grands Enfants impeccably-paced, never too 
a pomo-house manager whose strip act. Quebec cinema, after all, Is not predictable, and thrilling for the
main problem turns out to be We can still hope that the good. It. too, can take a nose- right reasons. l.e., character and 
terminal stultification, and Censor Board will approve Not A dive as in Les Grands Enfants. timed reversals. On another
watches two-minute flicks of Love Story. They are possibly not another story of a lower-class eve ' Dlva ls a celebration of
fellatio, a gun barrel being clever enough to notice that it's someone trying to get it together eccentricity; the tenderness with
shoved In and out of a woman's against censorship. "My film is when lt s evident he never will. „ ch lts protagonists are
mouth, a bound woman's pubic an aigument for knowing " said , m embarassed to report that it allowed to be complex and 
hair being tom out. a woman Klein after the screening.’ “and has snow Imageiy. Not only that, bizarre is heart-rending, 
attacked by a studded black- censorship is an argument for hut it is actually narrated
leather penis, and a woman not knowing." The film’s through Jettera. My vote does not
with her breasts tied off at the occassional feminist come-ons g° t0 anY movie that is verbal

when it could be visual, even if 
it's something you wouldn't 
want to see.

K -, V.

describes her love-scenes wlfh 
the hero to a reporter In a prison 
cell, and believe me, not in detail. 
Man of Iron is actually a political 
statement with pictures. As 
such, it was probably made 
under incredibly difficult 
conditions and Wajda possibly 
endangered his life and certainly 
his life as a film-maker by 
making it. It’s mandatory 
viewing if you want the truth 
about Poland vs. the Soviets. It's 
definitely to be avoided if you 
want a good movie. That it was 
chosen Best Film at Cannes 
be explained In one of two ways: 
a) pickings were slim, or b) the 
Cannes critics are morally 
ostentatious and artistically 
Jaded.

explore the porno scene, met 
Montreal stripper, Linda Lee 
Tracey, and continued with her 
in tow. Its creative merit lies In

can

How Do I Make It 
In the Movies?

...... Loony would-be actors loving 
eachother, being "crazy" and 
taking over the studio that’s 
ripping them off. An amusing 
couple of hours if you can 
overlook certain ostentation and 
the fact that La Cage aux Folles 
did it all better. Unlike Diva, 
eccentricity merely for the sake 
of eccentricity.

Join Mick and Jude Jaguar
A mob melodrama that's taken
a year to get out of the 
Philippines. Subversive because 
it provides all the thrills and 
vomltous slug-sessions Philip
pines apparently require, while 
slipping in its naive, poverty- 
class hero’s growing awareness 
of his repression by the elite he 
works for. Jaguar also happens 
to present the most lyrically 
erotic love-scene I've 
watched on film, by juxtaposing 
five camera-angles in three 
minutes of complete silence.
Worth seeing even if just for this I have to say that this film, which
scene.

James Carlisle
easy for Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland. They knew they 

special people, so to prove It they rented a bam, put on a show 
and wowed the critics. It looks easy in the movies, but where are you 
going to find a bam with a lighting and sound system in real life?

Sandra O Neill and her two partners are starting a theatre from 
scratch. Instead of a bam, they found a bankrupt disco near Yonge 
and Steeles in North York, and this week their first production, One 
Big Break, or, Mickey and Judy Rent a Bam, has begun previews.

It was V *were
|

The Heiresses
111 j In The Heiresses, you learn why 

Isabelle Huppert is the current 
goddess of European cinema. 
Director Mart Mezaros brings 
out in her a transparence clearer 
than water. Llli Monori ls a rich 
woman who needs an heir and 

is centred around thé Gdansk decides to overcome her sterility 
strikes, is paralyzingly boring. It by substituting her best friend 
is anti-cinema. This may make it for herself. This is the
Godardian but it does not make tragedy of a woman used as a 
It good, or even funny. Director baby machine and what 
Andrei Wajda has no visual happens In relationships when 
sense and no human sensitivity, plotting Ignores the 
His characters

ever

Man of Iron

Diva* X» T

Director Jean-Jaques Belneix's 
virtuoso first film is the surprise 
hit of the Festival. At every 
screening of every movie there’s 
now someone amongst blase 
Toronto movie-lookers 
mending Diva to someone else

XT

conse
quences of human emotion, 

are Only Monori ls annoying—she's 
uneasy with Mezaro's favourite whose acting 

emotion that his heroine is just too obscurely eccentric.

are painfully 
unlovable, even when they 
noble. He is sorecom-

Xf- fr J ;r i Catigraph ltdl*
With your Valid 1981/82 
student card, you as the 

student will receive a
I 1

Young Fine Arts grads line up to rent barns.

mm

show."
O Neill's Dinner Theatre ls unique In that it is affiliated with a 

development programme for young professional actors and 
actresses o Neill who describes herself as "a seasoned veteran of the 
musical stage , has starred in many important productions both I 

ln theJJ S' ° NelU Produced, directed and co-starred in the
b”ame ,he '“-«“-""'"s

Last summer, funded by grants from the Canadian Student
Sr» and Theatre Ontario, she and director Rex ! 

Buckle worked with six Fine Arts students on a new production
JJJS* lhe students helped write. The show premiered at j

™ m v *UgUSt 3,1(1 now ‘tls opening at O'Neill s theatre. !
CIflph.tSlZeS ‘j131 development programmes like this one are 

W thev dn 8tfudcnts' Th^ 3re 311 ve*y talented people." she j 
ATTR^m^hL r C?ough sta8e experience to compete with !
ACTRA members for Jobs. At this point, a union card would be at !
ticket to unemployment."

This show will have an indefinite run, but at the end of it O'Neill ! 
hopes to have a non-profit foundation set up to provide scholarships 
to assist the development of young performers. Right now the actors 
and actresses are "learning the hard realities of the business " j 
according to O'Neill; they rehearse and perform their show, but to 
supplement their Incomes they also wait on tables before the 
performance and between acts. During the rehearsal I visited, a 
register^ l° ** to allow the Payers to learn how to use the cash

One Big Break is a happy, lively show which Is really about the 
aspiring professionals' own lives. As the title indicates, it follows the 
attempts of the young characters to survive ln menial Jobs while they 
try to land the part which will make their careers. This is dinner ! 
thattre'iUW3yS llght 30(1 breezy'but ^rot-rate dinner theatre for all of

Break, or. Mickey and Judy Rent a Bam Is nowin preview 
at O Neill s Dinner Theatre, 72 Steeles Ave. W. (886-2100) until Oct 1 I
when it will begin Its regular ' ' 1

1 10%1
1

DISCOUNTand a mediocre
1

1 Not included 
are photo 

and sale 
items.
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^400 YDNGE ST (NEAR FINCH) 226 0115, WILLOWDALE
run.
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Meanwhile, in the vinyl world
V . -y
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Bertrand bleats brave new brewRecords
organ and percussion overdubs. A 
creditable Idea, but one that doesn't 
work.

By this point In the album, the 
listener Is anticipating some more 
excitement and fireworks but all the 
band has to offer is “I Know", an 
overly-long. self-indulgent blues; 
DeJohnette's vocal and some 
"authentic" pre-recorded applause 
cannot save It.

On the whole, this album turns out 
to be Just a reference to people like 
Duke Ellington. It's a tribute to 
Arthur Blythe, for without his biting 
and piercing alto to lend some more 
character, this edition of Special 
Edition Is not special enough.

Steven Hacker

The Ramones have taken a step 
towards commerclallty by Jazzing up 
their sound. One hopes that their 
effort won't be vain, and that this fine 
vinyl will get a chance on the big 
cheese airwaves.

Ttn Can Alley (
Jack DeJohnette's Special Edition 
(ECM)
se'/i

After last year's immensely 
successful Special Edition 
recording, it comes as a bit of a 
surprise that drummer Jack 
DeJohnette has shuffled the band. 
On Ttn Can Alley, the second Special 
Edition album, Chico Freeman and 
John Purcell have taken the reed 
chairs from Arthur Blyth and David 
Murray. Jazz fans have eagerly 
awaited the release of this album and 
there has been much speculation as 
to whether It could equal the first. 
Other than the personnel change, 
DeJohnette has not strayed too far 
from the previous record's formula.

As on the first album, DeJohnette 
has tried in part to capture the mood 
of another era In Jazz. On the song 
“Tin Can Alley",the band pays 
hommage to Duke Ellington. The 
pastoral "Pastel Rhapsody" Is a 
tribute to either Keith Jarrett or Bill 
Evans, Judging from DeJohnette's 
piano work. Both pieces feature 
excellent blowing by newcomer John 
Purcell, providing a heavy bottom to 
the music with his strong baritone. 
Once again the double sax 
combination works well for 
DeJohnette's compositions.

What sets this album apart from 
the first Is. primarily, Jack 
DeJohnette's contribution of “The 
Gri Gri Man", a solo venture with

Elliott Lejko, » -, j
-4 In one ear

Inner Sleeve/Where Are The 
Girls? (Attic)
Herman Brood's band and do an 
album! I've got a great idea for a 
cover!"

"Hey, let's quit

ra
S.R.

0® Stevie Nicks/Bella Donna 
(Modem/WEA) 
third of Fleetwood Mac's songwriting 
triumvirate is at least three times as 
much fun as the entire band. Still, 
the reworkings of "Dreams" are 
becoming tiresome (disguised here 
as "Outside the Rain"), and that 
mellow LA sound almost lays back 
Into oblivion by now.

Listening to this/

Pleasant Dreams 
The Ramones 
(StreAVEA)
|H___________

e
1

55
The Plazz eyes 50.000 screaming pre-teen fans as 100.000 buttocks (not visible 
in photo) grind in sweaty unison. Okay, guys, I take back everything I 

said about you being no-talent bums 
who survived on hype and little else. 
The Ramones are a real rock band 
whose last few albums seem to have 
soared from one Inspirational step to 
another.

From the shadowy front cover ot 
their latest album. Pleasan t Dreams. 
produced by Graham Gould man of 
10CC. to the constant uplifting beat 
Imbedded In the grooves, the boys 
not only play good, but they make the 
listener fed even better. And the 
lyrics are a far cry more Intelligent 
that their usual glue-sniffing 
content.

R.P.Grands Succes/Greatest Hits of ballyhoo form them that Shaw was
Plastic Bertrand their first Great New Hope in
(Attlc/RKM) trumpet-playing bandleaders. And

i_____________ with Miles out of commission and
This best-ot album, from Brussels' Freddie Hubbard off slumbering In 
foremost pop-cat, is a sort of catch- disco-heaven somewhere, a new 
up collection for the uninitiated,Just trumpet hero was certainly on the 
as was Graham Parker's High Times.
It also contains some previously- Well, Miles Is back now and I say 
unreleased material that makes it he's been dethroned. Woody Shaw Is 
worth owning, even If you've got the the Great New Hope, and with his 
complete set already. string of excellent Columbia albums.

The album's weakness Is that It he's suited to the role nicely. This Is 
falls to represent Plastic Bertrand's no case of hype, 
early snivelling-punk days, United is a bit of a change from 
containing only one song, the Shaw's last couple of releases. Gone
notorious hit, Ca Plane Pour Mol", are the arrangements for multi-piece
from his fabulous first el pee. An 1. bands and string sections (however 
Missing are such great tunes, perfect 
pop anthems, as “Pogo Pogo".
"Dance. Dance" and "Wha! Wha!".

RATINGS

0000 A must-own.
menu.

000 Real good.

00 Hotsy-totsy.

0 Donny & Marie.

Arf.

77*£ £tasteful they were), and the vocals. 
Gone also, and somewhat sadly, is 
Woody's entire band from the 

But Grands Succès is still a great Stepping Stones days. Here Woody Is 
collection, bringing together Tout playing with a quartet that Includes 
Petit La Planète . Super Cool and Steve Turre on trombone and pianist
that demento-disco fave, "Stop ou Mulgrew Miller; altolst Gary Bartz
Encore . The Plazz really bleats. lends his lips to two of the numbers

Also included is a new cut, “Hula taking a dynamic solo on "Blues for
Hoop", which could very well have Wood". The new boys are Just fine
been on the debut album, a rousing As usual. Shaw plays sensitively 
popper that makes ya wanna Jump and inventively on mostly original
up and down. And there are two live compositions, although the title
cuts, adding a nice, well-rounded tune-a Jazz waltz by Wayne

aj,bum' . Shorter—and a clever version of Cole
With this collection, maybe we can Porter's "What Is This Thing Called

wrench this fine, fun Slnatraesque Love" are among the album's bright
song-st^lst from the grubby 100.000 spots. Shaw's "The Green Street
palms of 50.000 screaming 15-year- Caper", based on a modified "Green
° Sj b s a'must tbat Dolphin Street", almost feels like

(And don t miss those wild Jacket mld-flftles Miles Davis with its
notes by Ralph "Waldo Emerson"
Alfonzo!)
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i mgorgeous muted trumpet.
What’s nice about Shaw's music, 

however. Is that It manages to sound 
so contemporary. It's not so hip that 

- the neighbourhood banshees will 
wall, but it's hip enough that it will 
still sound good next year. Yup, 
Woody’s the man and United is his 
most consistently enjoyable and 

When Columbia first signed Woody accessible album since Rosewood. 
Shaw a few years back, there was a lot

Stuart Ross ■11! . .. ;yi:;:
United
Woody Shaw 
(Columbia)
000
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Cutter’s Way:

Why did Alex Cutter Cord?
Roman Pawlyszyn people like Cord, people who
At first. It was hard to Imagine sent Cutter to Vietnam and
why such a fuss was being turned him Into a disillusioned
raised. After all. Just how man, who are guilty,
significant is the "Canadian "They're all the same”. Cutter 
premiere of a film that has been says. "Their asses are never on 
playing commercially In the U.S. the line." The fact that his friend

Bone once thought he could 
how Important Is It to have such identify a killer Is enough for 
a film In the Gala series at the 
Festival of Festivals? There'It
was, though. The limousines, the Only a murder mystery
beautiful people, and Jeff superficially, at Its core Cutter’s 
Bridges In the row in front of Way deals with an insane man

who eventually draws others 
Then, before the screening, an around him Into his own insane

world. In particular, Cutter

previous flops have Included 
First Love (a campus-crush flick 
co-starring Susan Dey). and 
Joan Mlcklln Silver's Head Over 
Heels which met the same fate 
that Cutter's Way almost did. 
When Cutter's Way was first 
released, It was pulled from the 
market after only one week (a 
result of United Artists 
executives still panicking over 
Heaven's Gate and one 
sweeping pan by the New York 
Times). Fortunately, it's been 
given a second chance and If only 
for Heard’s performance, it 
deserves it.

schlocky American films he 
directed earlier, films like Law 
and Disorder (with Carroll 
O'Connor and Ernest Borgnlne) 
and Silver Bears. Cutter's Way Is 
a mature, sophisticated work, a 
vindication of the American 
cinema. It's the promise of 
Passer's potential—amply 
demonstrated in his early Czech 
films, the best-known of which Is 
Intimate Lightning—being 
brought to fruition, a styllked 
and personal work.

Cutter's Way is not perfect, the 
flaws lying mostly within the 
screenplay, but It comes close. 
And yes, It’s “powerful". It opens 
tomorrow at the prestigious Fine 
Arts Cinema on Yonge Street.

Journey into hell, but at least 
Bone gets cornered Into making 
some realization of awareness— 
about himself, and about the 
workings of the world around 
him. He does this by seeing 
Cutter's way—he may be mad, 
but for the viewer there Is no 
escaping his message.

John Heard's portrayal of 
Cutter Is brilliant—every nuance 
of this weirdo's character seems 
real and natural. Last seen In 
1980's Heartbeat, playing 
Jack Kerouac, Heard clearly 
turns In the performance of his 
career in Cutter's Way. With the 
success of the film, he also seems 
to have broken a longstanding 
Jinx on the movies In which he 
appears. Besides Heartbeat his

for over three months now? And

Cutter to condemn Cord and set 
the course for retribution.

you.

explanation was offered as to 
why Festival policy concerning forces Bone to reconsider his 
Galas was waived. Despite the own complacency, his own utter 
fact that Cutter's Way was lack of concern for what isjust. It 
already playing In the U.S., it was maY be nothing more than a mad
considered such an exceptional 
film that It deserved a Gala 
presentation. I don't know if 
that's Justification enough, but 
let me take my turn in quoting 
about 39 other critics: "Cutter's 
Way is the best American film 
I've seen all year."

Czech-born director Ivan 
Passer has taken quite a step 
forward from the string of semi

Malevil corn’d | Films have a direct and powertul ,r*uence on oui lives They ooen 
new doots of knowledge and enjoyment to people everywhere, and 
have become an integra: part of the cultural Me of all nations 

The Festival of Festivals provides Canadians with the opportunity to 
view the vet y best films produced internationally and has enjoyed 
immense success since its inception in 1975 

To the organite;s, I send my congratulations, and to an itiose taking 
part in tins exciting event my warm oest wishes for an enjoyable and 
stimulating Festival

quiet becomes threatened, 
however, when they encounter 
other survivors. Of particular 
concern Is a Stallnesque figure 
known as "Monsieur Directeur", 
a tyrant who proclaims himself 
to be the new Messiah and 
compels the survivors in his 
group to spend several hours 
each day worshipping him. 
Inevitably, when this maniac 
learns of the vegetation and 
cattle at Malevil, he declares war. 
He Is defeated, but not before 
many are senselessly killed.

Excalibur Staff 
MeetingsV.

Set in a lushly-photographed 
Santa Barbara, the film stars 
John Heard as Alex Cutter, a one- 
eyed, one-armed, one-legged 
Vietnam veteran with a 
vengeance for society and a 
thirst for drink. His best friend,
Richard Bone (Jeff Bridges) is a 
boat salesman cum gigolo who 
one evening witnesses the hazy 
details of a murder in a dark 
alley. Later, Bone thinks he 
recognizes the killer—JJ. Cord, 
a wealthy, respectable business 
tycoon—but soon realizes that 
his identification was open to 
question. This doesn't matter to 
Cutter, though. To the modem and their performances go a long 
day pirate. Cord Is a guilty man way in Injecting a real life-blood 
whether or not he actually Into the film. The roles are 
committed any crime at all. It Is certainly demanding, but the

The Prime Minister of Canada

characterizations are alive. 
Director Christian de Chalonge 
has chosen a difficult and 
unusual subject—he co-wrote 
the screenplay and has handled 
things with great restraint. The 
film is entirely believable. 
And the cinematography is 
beautifully evocative of hope.

The peaceful Image of a small 
rural community amid the 
unlikely setting of atomic re
fuse: sunshine, smiles, people 
eating, doing farmwork, 
embracing. Abruptly, the peace 
is broken by crashing thunder. 
Is it another explosion to destroy 
the community they have 
wrought? No, it Is a formation of

helicopters. As they fly over the 
horizon, they announce from the 
sky: "Prepare for Immediate
evacuation...By international 
treaty, the destroyed nations 
have been declared uninhabit
able." The door of the 
helicopter opens and a heavily 
protected man wearing a gas 
mask emeiges. This man doesn’t 
understand, but the camera 
does—these lands are inhabit
able. The people of Malevil 
inhabited them.

Malevil 
celebration, a sensitive, funny, 
touching film. It's warm movies 
like this one that make you wish 
these festivals would never end.

«

Thursdays at Three
Malevil is one of those small-

scale films that really works on 
the emotions in a big way. The 
cast consists of many notable 
French actors, including Michel 
Serrault (La Cage Aux Folles)

111 Central Square

is a hopeful

Hey You !
\

Don’t Chuck the Security Guard

JOINED AT THE HIP
■; m

featuringSU

Chas LawtherV j

&
Suzette CouturefCL.v TU

Wednesday SEPTEMBER 23
Advance tickets at 
Soundproof Records 

Licenced under L.L.B.O.

Vanier 
Dining Hall8:00 p.m.

$4.99 CYSF ADVANCE 
$5.99 OTHERS & DOOR

J
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At Albert’s Hall

Alexis pounds happy beat
Alt and Morowicz
Her name is Alexis, and she belts

have been fortunate enough to 
catch her opening for Mink 

out her numbers with the power Deville last spring at The Edge, 
of Etta James and the sensitivity There again, in a much different
of Joan Armatradlng. Caught on 
opening night, she surprised a 
large Monday night crowd at the 
Brunswick House with a warm

breathless Alexis between sets. 
Her new band has only been 
together for a few weeks. They 

„ haven’t even chosen a name yet.
setting. Alexis managed to create but they have developed a tight 
an intimate atmosphere from a 
large and somewhat rowdy 
audience.

yi
style and a controlled 
cohesiveness, providing a solid 
backdrop for Alexis' gutsy vocals.} « stage manner, and an exciting 

sound—a mixture of blues. Jazz 
fusion and a bit of rock 'n' roll for 
good measure. Pound for pound, 
Alexis mayjust be the best singer 
in Canada.

Alexis opened the evening 
with a well-paced set—a 
combination of exciting, up-beat 
rock tunes with a handful of 
soulful, bluesy numbers. The 
material is all original. With one 
ballad called “Dragonflies and 
Kites," Alexis managed to reach 
the audience, something which 
won her the warmth and respect 
of the Monday night crowd.

But her talent certainly isn’t 
restricted to the ‘small bar’ at
mosphere. Some of you may

Right now, the performance 
focuses almost entirely on the 
vocals, but this could change in 
the future, as we found out while 
speaking with a somewhat

Alexis explains that this band 
represents a new beginning for 
her career, and they Intend it to 
be a permanent musical 
relationship. This is not 
destined to be a one-man show, 
she assured us. And although 
there are no definite album 
plans, Aexis suggested that we 
might hear her distinctive voice 
and original melodies captured 
on vinyl in the future.

Has she got what it takes? 
Well, if Monday's full house is 
any indication. Aexis is on her 
way up. So catch her while you 
stiU can 'til Saturday at Albert's 
Hall, upstairs at the Brunswick 
House. No cover, lover.

I’ve never heard such corny 
lyrics, such simpering 
sentimentality, such 

repetitious, uninspired 
melody. Man, we’ve got a 

hit on our hands! 
-Brad Anderson

%û

Alexis belts out the beat to raving maniac crowd.

The Stratford Festival announces a special student 
seat sale - $7.50 for the balance of the season, all 
performances, any seat. You can buy the best seats 
in the house at time of purchase for only $7.50 . . . 
until October 31st. Limit of 4 tickets per customer, 
a proper Student I.D. must be shown. Come and 
sit-in this Fall . . . enjoy our Fall Festival of Comedy.
Offer subject to availability.

MOVIE POSTER

41' X 27'

vast selection 
Call Brian 225-5335 

Laurie 665-4279

Student Sit-in
only $750!

■r

LSAT
REVIEW
COURSE

1 20 Hours of intensive 
classroom preparation 
emphasizing question 
answering techniques
2 Practice exam and 
LSAT score projection
3 Average scores re
ceived - 70 points 
above average
4 Course may be re
peated at no additional 
charge

HP
4- 41

4=/ Wild Oats by John O'Keeffe
The most affectionate comedy ever written about the theatre and its 
gypsy wanderers.Y/

%V/r. The Visit by Friedrich Dürrenmatt
adapted by Maurice Valency
Alexis Smith and William Hull: two extraordinary talents in an 
explosive drama of greed and revenge.
"The Visit is a blockbuster!" -Ray Conlogue, THE TORONTO GLOBE 

AND MAIL

The Comedy of Errors
by William Shakespeare

- # V Z-'-V/
2

ir: Tuition Fee $130
Weekend Seminarsh ' z

fjy For-v- 4 Oct. 3, 1981 LSAT 
Sept. 25, 26, 27 .

To register, call or 
write:
LSAT Review Course 

2509 Renzoni Rd. 
Mississauga, Ont. 

L5K 1W8 
416-531-4731

Shakespeare at his most exuberant, energetic and comically 
inventive.
"Sustained hilarity", -Bob Pennington, THE TORONTO SUN

The Taming of the Shrew
by William Shakespeare

v :"Sy

it** A lively battle of the sexes.
Vibrant, toughly funny, extraordinarily entertaining . . . one of the popular 

hits of this season" -Terry Doran, THE BUFFALO EVENING NEWS

The Misanthrope by Molière
Translated min English verse by Hit hard Wilbur

"Bedford brilliant in I he title role his Alceste is cherishable." —Jay Carr 
DETROIT NEWS
"Superbly balanced ensemble acting . . design ravishingly beautiful . . directed 
with admirable skill." —Myron Galloway, MONTREAL SUNDAY 
EXPRESS

The Rivals by Richard Brinsley Sheridan
One of the most endearing, enduring and entertaining comedies in 
the English language.

GAY
ALLIANCE 
AT YORK

First Coffee House 
Wednesday 

September 23 
7-10 p.m. 

Senior Common 
Room

Founders College 
Room 305

"Sparkling cast makes this production one not to be missed" —Carolyn A 
McKeone, THE STRATFORD BEACON HERALD

g

HOW TO BUY TICKETS:: ™
Phone free from Toronto |416|363 4471Y or phone long distance |519) 273 1600 and use your VISA or 
MASTERCARD

Sfraitord
~W7 , \ 19 81 [CANADAjd
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SPORTS

Yeomen eye OUAA Championship
Football preview'I

"This team has the potential to 
be the best this school has ever 
had."

Head Coach Dave Pickett on 
this year’s York Yeomen.

rç<SB;T5‘-
-v-5i
/ * v IÜ

Mike Leonetti
For the above statement to be 
true a great many things have to 
fall Into place for the football 
Yeomen. Dave Pickett Is not 
trying to boast or to build up 
high expectations; It Is, rather, a 
statement of quiet confidence. At 
the same time Pickett Is the first 
to admit this team has many ' 
“lfs" facing It.

93% 4
S |B I Training is hard 

1 work as our Yeomen 
J are finding out. Here 
9 we see them going 
I through their paces 
1 on the exercise field, 
j Keep up the good 
1 work boys and step 
y over those Radio 
H Shack antennas.

t

r
j
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ril The most vital point of 

concern Is the quarterback 
position. The Yeomen have no 

I veteran passer returning,
forcing them to use two 
quarterbacks who have never 
played university football. The 
two leading candidates are Tlno 
Iacono from Senator O’Connor 
High School and Angelo Inetta a 
converted slotback.
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Explosive Ground ..**:•
il “I am very pleased with the 

effort that has been given by
Not to be forgotten as one of 

the rookies Is Coach Pickett 
himself. The challenge of head everyone. There has been 
coach Is one he’s looking forward tremendous intensity and 
to. ”1 love being head coach. It’s excitement The key will be the 
something I’ve always wanted. I development of the young 
like the responsibility It brings Payers. I am sure the veterans 
me back to my quarterbacking are back to prove themselves and

I feel we can compete with 
anyone.”

The Yeomen have never made 
the playoffs and to do so this year 
would be a great accomplish
ment for Coach Pickett. It was 
something Cosentlno could not 
accomplish but Pickett is 
confident his team will mesh 
together and gain a playoff berth.

Maybe this could be the 
season that Yeomen fans will 
have something to cheer about.

The remaining backfleld 
members will also be new. But 
Pickett Is very excited about the 
running game. Norc Williams 
who has played for the Etobicoke 
Agonaunts and Joe Paraselli 
from Weston Collegiate, also an 
MVP In last year's highschool all- 
star game, promises York an 
explosive ground game.

The offensive line returns 
virtually intact. Led by all-star 
Steve Shubat, the line should 
provide much support to a 
young and Inexperienced 
backfleld. In fact the offensive 
line could be the team's 
strongest area. Receiving also 
should be solid as Brian Elfford 
and Nell Dalgamo return from 
last year's team. Mike 
ormgeman migni oe a 
newcomer to watch for in this 
area.

\ \
.., .

days.
Pickett, who has been the

Yeomen's assistant coach for the Competition In the OUAA is
past 3 years, assumed full expected to be tough this year, 
responsibilityJast spring The Western Muitangs, last 
replacing Frank Cosentlno. He is year's College Bowl participants, 
quick to acknowledge Cosen- should be strong contenders
tlnos work In bringing the again. The Varsity Blues, with
Yeomen to respectability but he qb Dan Fereday leading the 
wants the team to go on to bigger way. should challenge for first 
and better things. Hé believes he 
can do this by adding more fire 
and intensity to the football 
program. "We will have a young 
team but were going to be 
aggressive and have a more 
diversified attack than we’ve had 
before."

B!

v

“I feel we can 
compete with any
one.” m

place. Of course no-one should 
overlook a team coachéd by Tuffy 
Knight. His Laurier Golden 
Hawks always appear in the 
playoff picture often upsetting 
favorites. A team to watch for 
could be the Guelph Gryphons 
who made the playoffs last year 
as a much Improved squad. 
Windsor Is hoping to recapture 
their glory days and at the same 
time, playoff berth. Waterloo and 
McMaster are expected to be the 
weaker teams In the league.

-
The Yeomen have gotten 

off to a good start. In an 
exhibition game last Friday. 
September 11. they defeated the 
Ottawa Gee-Gees 24-20 In 
Ottawa.

This Saturday, the Yeomen are 
off to London. Ontario where 
they'll do battle with the Western 
Mustangs.

On October 3. they'll host the 
Windsor Lancers for their home 
opener.

El

Defensively the Yeomen 
appear to be solidified especially 
the front seven. Pickett intends 
to use a 3-4 defense (3 down 
linemen and 4 linebackers). The 
line is anchored by veteran 
Charles Halng who will be Joined 
by 23 year old rookie Trent 
Mackay who Pickett describes as 
someone who "could be all 
world." John MacDonald will 
likely be the noseguard In the 
alignment. The linebacking 
position will be handled by 
experienced men which Include 
Elvlro Marsella. Ron Mclntrye 
and Mark Hopkins.

Tremendous Interest
Pickett has been especially 

happy with his first training 
camp as head coach. Ummmphl

i
y

Training for the 
upcoming football 
season means more 
than just push-ups 
and weightlifting! 
Here, dance instuctor

«-a >New Faces ,4»
There wljl be new faces in the 

defensive backfleld this year.
Gone are vets Angelo Kloussls 
and Greg Timmons however 
returnees Included Dan Koenig 
and Doug Taylor. Rookies 
expected to start Include Trevor 
Williams, Gordie Ferguson and 
Gerry Philip. Pickett thinks the , _
lack of experience among the through flexibility

exercises.

i V

Paula Thompson j- atL V ^
leads the Yeomen rfMWf Q

n5
Ir

^ . I
ldefensive halfbacks will be made 

up by having more quickness 
and speed than In previous 
years. The kicking game will 
hopefully be handled by Sergio 
Capoblanco who rates as one of 
the best In the league. However 
his academic status was not yet 
clear and if he Is unable to

<®i A
4

A, A<*r- yplay....weU Pickett would rather 
not think about such a problem. TV.
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Jocks itch for more room
Centre. The Physical Education 
Department is in favour of the 
idea, but as of yet, nothing 
concrete has been put on paper.

The Inadequacy of the present 
facilities has long been felt by 
everyone who has been in any 
way Involved with York athletics.
Many varsity teams are forced to 
practice very early in the morning 
or very late in the evening 
because of the lack of space. The 
excellent sports seminars 
program, which attracts 
hundreds of people from all over 
North America, has also been 
greatly hindered by the lack of 
adequate facilities.

Robbins stressed that with the 
new facilities York can became a 
prominent centre for amateur 
sports development in this part 
of the country.

The added classroom space 
would greatly enhance the 
academic side of the Physical
Education Department by stated, "If the funds don't come 
enriching existing programsand through, this could all go down 
adding new ones in the areas of the tube."

According to Patricia Bryden, 
Director of Development and 
Alumni Affairs, the total amount 
of money needed to get the plans 
off the drawing board is fifteen 
million dollars.

The university is going after 
the private sectorln order to raise 
the money, having realized the 
the government is not going to 
come through with any signifi
cant financial aid. Up to this 
point only three of the fifteen 
million has been raised.

Another facet of the Tait 
expansion is a five to six 
thousand seat stadium, which 
would serve the football, rugby, 
soccer, and field hockey teams. 
But the plans for the stadium are 
seperate from the university's 
campaign drive.

Stu Robbins, Chairman of the 
Physical Education Department, 
said in an interview that York has 
been approached by the Ontario 
Soccer Association about the 
possibility of building a stadium 
as a Joint project, much like the 
Metropolitan Track and Field

Rose Crawford
If everything goes according to 
plan, ail the athletes on campus 
are going to have a lot more room 
to play around in.

The plan is a 3 million dollar 
expansion of the very cramped 
athletic facilities presently 
available on campus.

The new athletic complex will 
boast a large gymnasium with a 
seating capacity of three to four 
thousand, a gymnastics area, 
twelve squash or racquetball 
courts, a dance studio, and an 
expanded swimming pool. It will 
also have increased office and 
classroom space.

The Tait McKenzie expansion 
is one of six capital projects 
proposed within an ambitious 
campaign. If realized,six more 
buildings will be added to the 
York campus along with other 
new features such as research 
laboratories, a computer centre, 
theatre and dance facilities, and 
libraries.
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sports injuries, coaching, and 
fitness.

Reading about all the proposed 
projects, one can't help but be 
Impressed. However, as Robbins

September 21 - October 16 
Hours: 10-4:30 Mondays to 
Fridays 
Ross, N145A reputation built by word of mouth
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